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INTRODUCTION
If you want to sound smart while participating in an activity, you need to learn the lingo.
While writing this year’s case, I discovered that the sport of mountain biking has its own
colorful language. There are terms for good rides and riders, whose steezy efforts are dialed in,
as they easily huck the jumps and rail the turns. And those trails can be smooth, covered with
loam and hero dirt, little chatter and nice berms on the curves.
But mountain biking slang often concerns difficult conditions and danger. I’ve learned
that a taco is a bike wheel folded in half by a crash, usually after the rider has gone endo (flying
over the handlebars). Old school trails can be off camber, filled with drops and steep no- fall
zones, where baby heads cause pedal strikes and chain sucks. Or a yard sale, where the rider
completely wipes out and all his or her belongings, like water bottles and sunglasses, go
flying. Strangely (to me), these terms are not used in a negative sense – many
participants prefer these conditions to paved, tamed courses.
Tort litigation has its own language, and you’ll see a fair amount of it as you jump
into this year’s case. Duty and its breach, negligence and the standards of care imposed
upon individuals and companies. Attorneys will argue over whether a cause is proximate,
whether a risk has been assumed, and the scope of that assumed peril. And recreational
injury cases often feature one of the most tortured phrases in Washington’s statutes - the
“known dangerous artificial latent condition.” Good luck jumping that feature!
These concepts revolve around a simple idea – responsibility. When someone is
harmed in our society, we have rules about who will bear the burden. If you cause a loss
to another, by doing something incorrectly, or by failing to do something you were
supposed to do, you pay. But if someone voluntarily encounters a risk of harm or
contributes to the damage by improper action or inaction, we may tell that person to bear
the consequences. That, in a nutshell, is what the law of torts is all about.
This summer, my son Brent and I hiked the short trail to PJ Lake, in Olympic
National Park. In less than a mile, the trail drops 600 feet, then climbs back up over 300
feet to the lake shore. As I struggled back out, I wondered who would bear the loss if I
broke my leg down in this natural hole. I contemplated suing my son, or park officials for
not building an escalator. Ultimately, I was responsible for getting myself down there,
and needed to take responsibility for getting out safely (Brent would not carry me).
I made it out! So I’m here to write this introduction and to wish you luck in this year’s
competition. I hope you find the mock trial experience, whether in-person or virtual,
rewarding and educational. Thanks to the Youth & Government team – Amber, Emily and
the tenderfoot, Tibaria – for all their hard work. The vibrant cover art is Tibaria’s doing.
Judge Robert A. Lewis, October 2021
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Plaintiff's Witnesses
Nikki Kulshan, plaintiff
Val Halla, former Xtreme Pass Resort employee
Jean Vonn Tomba, skiing enthusiast
Ellery Parser, Human Factors analyst
Defendant's Witnesses
Parker Dahkobed, Chief of Operations, Xtreme Pass Resort
Bernie Isteppe, Resort maintenance manager and lead snowmaker
Dakota Booker, owner, Happy Trails Adventures
Grom Atherton, professor, Existential Sciences University
Exhibit List
Exhibit 1 -

Scene Diagram

Exhibit 2 -

Photograph – Wonder Trail segment

Exhibit 3 -

Photograph – “The Hole”

Exhibit 4 -

Photograph – Snow Cannon

Exhibit 5 -

Terms and Conditions of Use

Exhibit 6 -

Warning Signs at Trailhead

STIPULATIONS:
All statements of the witnesses were given under oath and certified as being true and accurate to the
best of that witness’ knowledge and memory.
The listed exhibits have been properly authenticated and will be admitted into evidence.
This trial concerns only issues of fault and the division of responsibility. If the defendant is found to be
wholly or partially liable for the plaintiff’s injuries, the amount of awarded damages will be determined
in a later proceeding.
The defendant is required to argue against the plaintiff’s pretrial motion. The defendant is not required
to present evidence or argument using “animal analogies,” even if the court rules against the plaintiff’s
pretrial motion.
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PLEADINGS
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CASCADE
NIKKI KULSHAN,
Plaintiff,
vs.
XTREME SKI-N-SPORT, INC,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

NO. 21-2-00002-2
COMPLAINT

Comes now the Plaintiff, and for a claim and cause of action against the
Defendant alleges as follows:
1.

Plaintiff Nikki Kulshan is a resident of the State of Washington.

2.
Defendant Xtreme Ski-n-Sport, Inc. is a Delaware corporation,
doing business in several states. At all relevant times, Defendant owned and
operated the Xtreme Pass Resort at Pahtoe Mountain, Cascade County,
Washington.
3.
On May 18, 2019, plaintiff was a business invitee on the
defendant’s premises at the Xtreme Pass Resort. Prior to entering the premises,
the plaintiff purchased an online permit from the defendant’s website. This
permit authorized the plaintiff to park in a paved lot adjacent to the middle
trailhead of the Wonder Trail. The Wonder Trail is a multi-use trail maintained
by the defendant and available to recreational users and non-motorized vehicles,
including hikers, climbers, mountain bikers and horseback riders.
4.
Plaintiff used the Wonder Trail for one of its intended purposes,
operating a mountain bike in a safe and appropriate manner on an open and
unrestricted portion of the trail.
5.
Plaintiff was injured on the Wonder Trail on May 18, 2019, when
the plaintiff and the mountain bike that plaintiff was riding fell into a large hole in
the trail. The hole was created by a flash flood down Roaring Gulch, a natural
drainage area adjacent to the trail, in January 2019. The flooding washed out a
culvert under the trail and a significant portion of the tread surface in this area.
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6.
The defendant’s operations at Xtreme Pass Resort were negligent
and breached the duty that the defendant owed to the plaintiff and other business
invitees. Specific allegations of negligent acts and omissions are as follows:
a.
The defendant failed to properly maintain the Wonder Trail in a
safe and usable condition,
b.
The defendant failed to promptly and completely repair those
portions of the Wonder Trail that were damaged by the Roaring Gulch flooding,
c.
The defendant negligently operated snow making equipment
adjacent to the Wonder Trail, in a manner that subjected trail users to dangerous
startling noise and a spray of ice shards and frigid water, in an area immediately
adjacent to the damaged section of the trail, and
d.
The defendant failed to post adequate warning signs, notifying trail
users of the latent dangerous conditions on the Wonder Trail.
7.
The negligent acts and omissions of the defendant proximately
caused the plaintiff’s injuries and damages on May 18, 2019.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands relief against Defendant as follows:
A.
A jury verdict determining that the defendant breached the duty of
care owed to the plaintiff and that this breach of duty was negligence.
B.
A finding by the jury that the defendant’s negligence was the sole
proximate cause of the plaintiff’s injuries and that the defendant is liable to
compensate the plaintiff for all damages suffered, in an amount to be determined
in a subsequent proceeding.
Dated October 2021.
BY /s/______________________
Attorney for Plaintiffs
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CASCADE
NIKKI KULSHAN,
Plaintiff,
vs.
XTREME SKI-N-SPORT, INC,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

NO. 21-2-00002-2
ANSWER

Comes now the Defendant, and for its answers and affirmative defenses to
the claim and cause of action of the Plaintiff, alleges as follows:
1.
Defendant admits the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1 and 2
of the Complaint.
2.
In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 3 of the
Complaint, the defendant admits the allegations, except that the defendant denies
that the plaintiff was charged a fee for use of the trail. The defendant alleges that
the fee charged was only for parking.
3.
In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 4 of the
Complaint, the defendant admits that the plaintiff used the Wonder Trail for one
of its intended purposes. Defendant denies that the plaintiff operated a mountain
bike in a safe and appropriate manner. Defendant admits that the plaintiff was on
an open and unrestricted portion of the trail.
4.
In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 5 of the
Complaint, the defendant admits the allegations, except that the defendant denies
that the plaintiff fell into the hole in the trail. On information and belief, the
defendant alleges that the plaintiff intentionally rode a mountain bike into the
hole, while attempting to jump this trail feature.
5.
Defendant denies the allegations contained in Paragraphs 6 and 7
of the Complaint, and the plaintiff’s entire prayer for relief.
6.
follows:

By way of affirmative defense, the defendant asserts and alleges as
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a.
On May 18, 2019, the plaintiff operated a mountain bike in
an unsafe and reckless manner, in violation of the standard of care for mountain
bike operators on multi-use trails. The plaintiff’s actions were contributorily
negligent. The plaintiff’s negligence was the sole proximate cause of any injuries
and damages that the plaintiff suffered.
b.
The plaintiff expressly assumed the risk of any harm or loss
that might result from the operation of a mountain bike on the Wonder Trail.
c.
The plaintiff impliedly assumed the risk of any harm or loss
that might result from the plaintiff’s decision to participate in the recreational
activity of mountain biking.
d.
Pursuant to RCW 4.24.210, the defendant is not liable for
unintentional injuries suffered by the plaintiff, a member of the public, while
using the land of the defendant, free of charge, for recreational purposes. The
plaintiff was not charged a fee for use of the Wonder Trail. The wash out area
encountered by the plaintiff was not a known dangerous artificial latent condition
for which warning signs were required.
WHEREFORE, the Defendant respectfully demands that the plaintiff’s
claims be dismissed and for such other relief as the court deems just and
equitable.
Dated October 2021.
BY /s/______________________
Attorney for Defendant
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JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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Jury Instructions for Kulshan v Xtreme Ski-n-Sport, Inc.
Instruction No. 1
It is your duty to decide the facts based upon the evidence presented to you during
trial. You must then apply the law from these instructions to the facts that you decide have
been proved, and in this way decide the case.
You are the sole judges of witness credibility, and of the value or weight to be given
to the testimony of each witness. In assessing credibility, you must avoid bias, conscious or
unconscious. You may properly consider these things: the opportunity of the witness to
observe or know the things they testify about; the ability of the witness to observe
accurately; the quality of a witness's memory while testifying; the manner of the witness
while testifying; any personal interest that the witness might have in the outcome or the
issues; any bias or prejudice that the witness may have shown and the reasonableness of
the witness's statements in the context of all of the other evidence.
As jurors, you are officers of this court. You must not let your emotions overcome
your rational thought process. You must reach your decision based on the facts and the
law, not on sympathy, prejudice, or personal preference. You must act impartially with an
earnest desire to reach a proper verdict.
Instruction No. 2
The evidence that has been presented may be either direct or circumstantial. The
term “direct evidence” refers to evidence that is given by a witness who has directly
perceived something that is at issue. The term “circumstantial evidence” refers to evidence
from which, based on your common sense and experience, you may reasonably infer
something that is at issue.
The law does not distinguish between direct and circumstantial evidence in terms of
their weight or value. One is not necessarily more or less valuable than the other.
Instruction No. 3
A witness who has special training, education, or experience may be allowed to
express an opinion in addition to giving testimony as to facts.
A juror is not required to accept a witness’s opinion. To determine the credibility
and weight to be given to this type of evidence, you may consider the education, training,
experience, knowledge, and ability of the witness. You may also consider the reasons given
for the opinion, the sources of information used by the witness and the other factors
already given to you for evaluating witness testimony.
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Instruction No. 4
When it is said that a party has the burden of proof on any proposition, or that any
proposition must be proved by a preponderance of the evidence, or the expression “if you
find” is used, it means that you must be persuaded, considering all of the evidence, that the
proposition on which that party has the burden of proof is more probably true than not
true.
Instruction No. 5
Plaintiff has the burden of proving each of these propositions:
(P1) that the defendant acted or failed to act in one of the ways claimed by the
plaintiff and that in so acting or failing to act, the defendant was negligent;
(P2) that the plaintiff was injured; and
(P3) that the defendant’s negligence was a proximate cause of the injury.
Defendant has the burden of proving both of the following propositions:
(D1) that the plaintiff acted or failed to act in one of the ways claimed by the
defendant, and that in so acting or failing to act, the plaintiff was negligent; and
(D2) that the negligence of the plaintiff was a proximate cause of the plaintiff's own
injuries and was therefore contributory negligence.
If you find that the plaintiff has proved propositions P1, P2 and P3 and you do not
find contributory negligence, your verdict should be for the plaintiff. On the other hand, if
any of propositions P1, P2 or P3 has not been proved, your verdict should be for the
defendant.
If you find that the plaintiff has proved propositions P1, P2 and P3 and you find
contributory negligence, you must determine the degree of negligence, expressed as a
percentage, attributable to the person claiming injury or damage. The court will furnish
you with a special verdict form for this purpose at a later stage in the trial.
Instruction No. 6
The defendant has the burden of proving the following affirmative defense[s]
claimed by the defendant:
That the plaintiff expressly assumed a specific risk of harm; or
That the plaintiff impliedly assumed a specific risk of harm; or
That the defendant was not liable for unintentional harm to recreational users of
land under its possession and control.
If you find from your consideration of all the evidence that one or more of these
affirmative defenses have been proved, your verdict should be for the defendant.
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Instruction No 7
The term “proximate cause” means a cause which in a direct sequence produces the
injury or event complained of and without which such injury or event would not have
happened. There may be more than one proximate cause of an injury or event.
Instruction No. 8
Negligence is the failure to exercise ordinary care. It is the doing of some act that a
reasonably careful person would not do under the same or similar circumstances or the
failure to do some act that a reasonably careful person would have done under the same or
similar circumstances.
Instruction No. 9
Contributory negligence is negligence on the part of a person claiming injury or
damage that is a proximate cause of the injury or damage claimed.
Instruction No. 10
care.

Every person has a duty to see what would be seen by a person exercising ordinary
Instruction No. 11
The plaintiff in this case was a licensee on the premises of the defendant landholder.

A landholder owes a licensee a duty of ordinary care in connection with dangerous
conditions on the premises of which the landholder has knowledge or should have
knowledge and of which the licensee cannot be expected to have knowledge. This duty
includes a duty to warn the licensee of such dangerous conditions.
A landholder has a duty to exercise ordinary care in conducting activities to avoid
injuring any person who is on the premises with permission and of whose presence the
landholder is, or should be, aware.
Instruction No. 12
It is a defense to an action for personal injury that the person injured expressly
assumed a specific risk of harm.
To establish the defense that the plaintiff expressly assumed the specific risk of
harm, the defendant has the burden of proving each of the following propositions:
First, that the plaintiff had knowledge of the specific risk leading to the injury;
Second, that the plaintiff understood the nature of this risk; and
Third, that the plaintiff voluntarily consented to encounter the risk by agreeing in
advance to relieve the defendant of the duty of care owed in relation to the risk.
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If you find from your consideration of all the evidence that each of these
propositions has been proved, then your verdict shall be for the defendant.
Instruction No. 13
It is a defense to an action for personal injury that the person injured impliedly
assumed a specific risk of harm.
To establish the defense that the plaintiff impliedly assumed a specific risk of harm,
the defendant has the burden of proving each of the following propositions:
First, that the plaintiff knew of the specific risk associated with mountain biking;
Second, that the plaintiff understood the nature of this risk; and
Third, that the plaintiff voluntarily chose to accept the risk by engaging in mountain
biking and impliedly consented to relieve the defendant of the duty of care owed in relation
to the risk.
If you find from your consideration of all the evidence that each of these
propositions has been proved, then your verdict shall be for the defendant.
Instruction No. 14
A state statute provides that a defendant in lawful possession and control of any
land who allows members of the public to use that land for the purposes of outdoor
recreation, including hiking, bicycling or horseback riding, without charging a fee, is not
liable for unintentional injuries to such users.
Nothing in the statute prevents the liability of a defendant for injuries sustained to
users by reason of a known dangerous artificial latent condition for which warning signs
have not been conspicuously posted.
The defendant has the burden of proving that the statute applies in this case.
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WITNESS
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STATEMENT OF NIKKI KULSHAN

2
3
4
5
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I’ve always taken pride in my willingness to try new things, to explore, to dare to master
new activities. I expected that life would throw me an unanticipated curve once in a while,
that’s what makes it interesting. What I didn’t expect was that Xtreme Ski-n-Sport would
create hidden dangers in the middle of their biking trail and then fail to provide any warning to
unsuspecting victims. I should not have to suffer because of their extreme callousness and
disregard for safety.
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Sometimes I think I missed my era – I should have grown up during the Renaissance.
Growing up, my friends nicknamed me Nikki Cool Man, because I was so willing to get in on
anything new, within reason. Form a new sports team or organize an outdoor adventure? Start
a club or attend a concert or lecture? Or just get together a group to discuss current events,
even protest for the latest cause or against the latest injustice? Whatever came along, I was
like “Cool, Man!” My interest in most of these things didn’t last too long, since I was on to the
next thing before others were back for a second round. But even if something didn’t work out
or was a complete failure, I felt the attempt expanded my horizons and prepared me for the
next exploration.
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After I graduated from Knievel High School in Bowling Green, Kentucky, I decided to
attend college far from my home, just to see a new place. A literal stab of my finger on a map
took me to Alki City, Washington, where I earned a bachelor’s degree in General Studies
(Liberal Arts) at State College during the next six years. The location was ideally suited to
exploration of the great outdoors and every weekend was devoted to some new escapade. Zip
lining, hiking, skiing, snowboarding, rock climbing, parasailing and mountain biking – I tried it
all. Whenever I took something up, I went all in, learning everything I could about the sport and
purchasing the newest and best equipment.
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Where did the money come from for all of this? Fortunately, my parents were very
successful and I was their only child, so they were generous in funding my education and my
other pursuits. At least at first, but you know how parents are always trying to instill values and
build character. When my grades took a dive my junior year, they put me on a strict budget
and suggested I hit the books more on the weekends. At their insistence, I minored in
accounting – after all, Mom said, you have to eat.
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For a while, I lived the life of a drudge and after graduation it looked like the need to
support myself was going to make that existence my new normal. But a funny thing happened
on the way to the grindstone. One of my many hobbies was collecting trading cards and I
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picked up new product every once in a while, whenever I had some “bubble gum” money. On a
whim, I started opening my new packs on a YouTube channel I created called Kool-ectingKing$.
My commentary on the items I discovered, and my dynamic personality, really caught on with
folks. I found myself reviewing more and different items, over different platforms and with a
growing number of followers. Soon producers were sending me things for free and paying me
to comment on their stuff, good or bad (although they preferred good). My natural curiosity
was a real benefit for this type of work, since I researched the history and science behind
various items and used that knowledge to enhance my reviews. I think my consumers really
appreciated that added information.
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The hobby became a profession – influencer. And then the profession became a gold
mine. By the time I graduated, I was not only supporting myself with my influencing activities –
I was raking in millions.
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Influencing requires a positive, outgoing persona. To keep users watching my product
analyses, I started to include them in all of my activities. The income from product reviews
allowed me to resume my exploration of life, especially its physical challenges. If you go to one
of my platforms, you might see me try indoor skydiving in Tukwila, or succeed at rock climbing
in Icicle Creek Canyon near Leavenworth. It’s all there – you can even see my spectacular fail at
half-pipe snowboarding on Crystal Mountain. I think people like that I will share with them,
whether I succeed or fail. I have helmet and vest cameras that help record the action, when my
hands aren’t available to hold my phone.
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Ours is a statistics-obsessed society, so I wear a ShaLoo when I’m out doing physical
activities. This tracking app allows me to upload details about hikes, runs and rides, using GPS
and biometric sensors. You can share your speed and proficiency on a particular course and
provide data like your heart rate, blood pressure and respiration. You can note the
performance of other users, or receive comments about your own achievements. There are
even friendly competitions between runners or bikers – you can try to become the new King or
Queen of a particular trail segment. I’ve uploaded my results to a few of these leaderboards
over the years, whenever I have a particularly strong ride or hike.
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I share all results with my followers, because that is an integral part of understanding
how I’m reacting to the experience. But I don’t do risky things or take unnecessary chances just
to enhance the results. In fact, I usually forget that I have the ShaLoo on and I rarely comment
on my performance, although I will let others know if I send a result to a leaderboard. The idea
that my online brand would take stupid chances for ratings is ludicrous – if you look at my sites
you will see that I always stress the opposite. I include materials about proper preparation for
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an activity and things to avoid when participating. I highlight safety and often include a
disclaimer, discouraging watchers from attempting an event unless they are prepared. And I
certainly don’t know or use any so-called ShaLoo hand signals, as Dakota Booker suggests.
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My first contact with the Xtreme Resort at Pahtoe was several years ago while I was in
college. I went up there several times a year when I was a sophomore and a junior (and a junior
again, after that grade problem I described). Groups of us would travel up there to ski and
snowboard on the developed slopes, or to cross-country ski and snowshoe in the backcountry.
I never tried summer skiing and I don’t believe they had snow making equipment at that time,
although I couldn’t say for sure. If it was part of their operations, I never heard or saw the
cannons in action.
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The college also had a Pahtoe Adventure Society that I joined for a couple of years. We
would hike, horseback ride or mountain bike in the area during the spring and summer. I’ve
hiked and mountain biked on portions of the Wonder Trail, although not on the specific section
where the accident occurred. Although it was challenging, there certainly weren’t any huge
holes or dangerous features on the trail – they allow horses on most of it, which usually means
that the terrain is pretty tame. There are several other trails up there that are a far greater
challenge, some of them blazed by pretty radical mountain bikers. But you know what you are
getting into if you choose to head up one of those old school taco-fests.
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Although I took a break from mountain biking after my second junior year, a couple of
my “meat” friends convinced me to take some rides with them in mid-2018. I dusted off my old
29er full-squish and joined them on the trails. My college bike was still in pretty good shape
and there was nothing in its operation that made me think that I needed to upgrade it or do
more than routine maintenance. We rode some trails out on the Olympic Peninsula and a few
user-built courses near Mount St Helens – I’m not sure those were actually open, legal trails,
but nobody said anything or tried to stop us. It was fun and I enjoyed sharing video clips and
ShaLoo data from the rides with my followers. I received some negative feedback, complaining
that I had downgraded to wimp experiences, without the heart-pounding action of previous
activities. That bothered me a little, but most of the comments were positive. I reminded
myself that these experiences were ultimately for me and my personal growth, so user
comments shouldn’t affect what I do or how to do it.
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On May 17, 2019, I spent several grueling hours opening items, coming up with new
comments and reactions for some of my sponsored “finds”. Believe me, having fresh and
interesting takes on all these products can be harder than it looks. So I decided to hit the
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outdoors the next day and do something just for me. Of course, I planned to record my metime, just in case it turned out to be of interest to my customers.
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The comments about my bike rides still kind of ate at me; maybe I was getting soft. So I
decided to find a segment with a little more chunder than a machine-built trail. I remembered
the Wonder Trail and decided to try a new segment, starting at a different point that would
take me by the cliffs near the Xtreme Resort. Friends told me that area had some serious
sections, filled with baby heads near a drop-off, but nothing about the path was particularly
sketchy. If things were exciting, I planned to upload the video and the ShaLoo data to my
platforms – if it was meh, then I’d keep the experience to myself. I really didn’t know what to
expect.
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Although use of the Wonder Trail is free, you need a parking permit to leave your car at
any of the trailheads. I bought a one-day pass online for five dollars and printed it out from the
Xtreme Resort’s website. When you reach the purchase part of the site, there is a little box of
tiny type where you can read the terms and conditions of use. I believe the purchasing portion
of the site and the terms and conditions are accurately depicted in Exhibit 5. I scrolled through
part of the terms, but it was a bunch of stuff about not using electric bikes, not wearing opentoed shoes, not destroying property, not releasing parrots on the trail, blah, blah, blah. I didn’t
see any specific warnings about trail conditions and no releases of liability or waivers. After I
got about 8-10 paragraphs into the scroll, I hit “I have read and agree” and printed the permit.
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The next day, I slept in and got a late start on the several hour drive to the trailhead. By
the time I got there, it was mid-afternoon and the sun was already creeping down toward the
big ridge on the mountain. I glanced at the generic warning signs at the trailhead, which are
shown in Exhibit 6. There was no specific information about trail conditions and nothing about
a massive hole in the trail. You can go either uphill or downhill from this trailhead. Like most
riders, I choose to head down the ridge first, so I could work up more speed to get over any
features I encountered.
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The trail starts in thin forest, but goes in and out of the trees as you ride. You are in full
sun part of the time and then, sometimes suddenly, into deep shadow. The trail was
challenging, lots of ups and downs along the side of the cliff, sharp curves and some bumpy,
rocky sections. But there was nothing an experienced rider like me couldn’t handle. Because it
was so late in the day, I only passed a few other riders (I didn’t recognize any of them) and two
hikers who politely stepped to the side of the trail to let me go through.
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About 5 miles in, as I was entering the lower part of this trail segment, I came into the
first of three uphill curves, spaced about 75 feet apart. A portion of the trail is shown in Exhibit
2, just to give you a feel for how narrow it is. I encountered several horseback riders in this
area and I carefully rode by them. The last horse was acting up, rearing and snorting before I
came anywhere near it. Since the rider, who I learned later was Dakota Booker, obviously
didn’t know how to handle a horse, I felt the best thing to do was to get by as quickly as I could.
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Shortly after I made my way past Booker, the trail rounded the last curve and opened to
a very short straight with a slight incline. The left-hand side of the trail hugged the rock face
and I went from bright sun in the curve to deep shade on the straight. As my eyes were
adjusting, I heard a sudden roar above me, like a semi-truck was dropping off the ledge above,
right on top of me! A few seconds later, a blast of sharp ice pellets smacked me in the face. I
wasn’t wearing sun goggles or eye protection, and the blast blinded me. Stunned, I wasn’t sure
what was happening. And then the bottom dropped out.
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I tried to brake until I could regain my sight, but I realized that my bike was no longer in
contact with the trail. It felt like I fell a long way, although I have no way of knowing how long.
In a panic, I tried to turn toward the bank side of the trail, since I didn’t know if I had gone over
the side of the drop-off. My turning efforts only succeeded in tipping me and my bike to the
left, so I crashed into the bottom of the trail with the full force on my left side, the bike coming
down hard on top of me.
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You should have heard the sound the rocks made as they tore into my body and the
loud snap as my leg bone fractured in three places. I bounced once, twice, then came to rest
on top of the trail just outside the hole that is depicted in the photograph in Exhibit 3. I lay
there in shock until someone noticed me and called resort staff to stretcher me out.
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After this event, I endured several surgeries to repair and straighten my leg and my left
arm, which also fractured. Although I have completely recovered physically, I still bear
permanent emotional scars from that horrible day. The sound of a loud truck starting up, or
the rush of cold air against my face, triggers my PTSD and causes me to hide in my room for
days. As a result, I cannot participate in any activities which might involve a recurrence of my
symptoms. My adventurous days are over. Fans can be fickle – my lack of new content caused
them to drift to other influencers. My sponsors have dried up, in amounts to be proven in the
damages portion of this trial. All of these woes, physical, emotional and financial, are the sole
responsibility of Xtreme Resort and its reckless activities. I hope the jury will recognize this, find
them fully liable and make them pay.
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For some companies, profit is one thing; for others, it is the only thing. I count Xtreme
Ski-n-Sport in the latter category – their corporate mindset is “If it makes money or saves
money, then do it and the customer be damned”. I acquired my knowledge of this attitude
firsthand – I’m ashamed to admit that I rose as high as I did in the management ranks of this
morally bankrupt enterprise. They did my soul a big favor by firing me.
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I worked at Xtreme for seven years, holding a series of increasingly important positions.
At first, the firm seemed like an ideal place for the utilization of my skills. I trained for a
management position by obtaining a Bachelor of Arts in Recreational Business at The Oakland
State University in California. Each student in this prestigious program was required to choose
two study focus areas, along with completing a number of general courses common to all
business students.
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My two areas of specialty were risk management and product development. The
former deals with ways to either make a recreational experience safer for consumers, or to
assure that users are aware of and assume the risk inherent in the activity. For example, a
person watching a baseball game, especially one in the lower seats, stands an excellent chance
of being beaned by a ball, or struck by a bat that inadvertently slips from a player’s grasp. We
had a number of lively discussions in class about how to approach this problem – more netting
and transparent guards around the field versus in-game warnings and liability waivers printed
on the back of tickets. This basic dichotomy applies to any recreational activity, whether it
involves passive spectators or active participants.
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The second area of my focus, product development, considers how to help recreational
businesses find new ways to engage consumers. This involves adding experiences and events
that attract new users, or that give old fans a reason to come back and interact with the activity
in a new way. You like to watch baseball – maybe you’ll come to a preseason “Fan Fest” at the
park, or take a few swings in a newly installed batting cage during a game. The emphasis is on
maximizing facility use, especially for seasonal sports. Don’t let your physical plant sit idle –
give folks something to do there 12 months out of the year.
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Armed with this training, I applied for work at multiple venues along the west coast,
where I could stay closer to my friends and family. My first job was assistant manager of an
indoor soccer venue, but that job was too small and way below my expertise (and anticipated
pay grade). I was constantly locking horns with the manager, who didn’t accept any of my
suggestions on how to make things safer or better. Same thing happened at my next position,
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as the manager of a hotel/water park franchise along the I-5 corridor in Washington. Even my
idea of adding a rope course in an unused parking area was pooh-poohed, although I noticed
that they finally constructed and heavily advertised this type of course years later, after I was
dismissed. Guess the great thinkers are always ahead of their time.
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It seemed I’d found my dream job when I landed a position with Xtreme Ski-n-Sport,
which owns properties all over the western United States and Canada. The organization was
really in full expansion mode when I was hired. Xtreme’s business model was to take over an
aging or poorly-managed facility and revitalize it, both though improving the initial experience
and by adding new and exciting things to do on the grounds. Their specialty was ski resorts,
which typically start as ad hoc operations put in by local enthusiasts or mom and pop
landowners. These outfits don’t have the knowledge or resources to keep up with the times
and gradually decreasing snowpack in most areas put many of them on the financial brink.
Xtreme swoops in during these times of financial stress and “saves” the facility.
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After a year interning at existing Xtreme facilities, I was offered the opportunity to get in
on the ground floor of the newly acquired resort at Pashtoe Mountain. The scenery up there
was spectacular, but the place hadn’t changed much after its initial construction in 1965. My
position was vice-president for resource development and risk management – two areas that
were right in my wheelhouse. Parker Dahkobed was also new to the facility, although Parker
had managed several successful Xtreme operations. At first, we were a great team. Parker
valued my expertise and listened to my ideas and suggestions.
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High mountain sports are inherently risky – there’s only so much you can do to make a
steep slope or a narrow, rocky trail less dangerous without also diminishing the reason
someone participates in the first place. These adrenaline junkies are looking for a little scare
while they speed through a course and they are disappointed if the run doesn’t register high
Shaloo readings. I learned that lesson early on, when I recommended flattening and widening a
portion of one of our back-country trails. Within a few months after the work was completed,
mountain bikers cut several bypass trails near the main path, specifically to make the descent
bumpier and steeper. It was a constant struggle to balance the demands of this group and the
needs of hikers and horseback riders for a more secure, stable trail.
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Risk management at alpine resorts usually focuses on warning consumers about the
general risks and asking them to acknowledge that they accept them as part of their
participation. Signs like those depicted in Exhibit 6 have a little value, if the content is not too
long or detailed. But people generally won’t stop to read them, unless a sign is new to the trail
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and very bold and specific – “BEAR SEEN IN AREA!” – that sort of thing. Otherwise, you are
just wasting whatever medium you print the warning on and it will largely be ignored.
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My focus was to provide clear warnings in the materials that individuals receive when
they purchase products or services. When I started in this business, paper copies of these
warnings were the norm, and we still did some of that, like the duplicate waiver you sign when
you rented ski equipment at one of our shops. But now most people receive these warnings
on their phone or tablet as they buy something online, so a resort should work to make those
warnings clear and prominent on those platforms. At least, that was my approach, because I
wanted to make sure that users actually read and understood the warnings.
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Unfortunately, that wasn’t Xtreme’s purpose. In my opinion, Corporate just wanted to
say they’d done something in the event of a problem, without really asking users to consider
the risks of using our facilities. I wanted the parking permits themselves to include specific
warnings, so each user would have something in hand in the vehicle. Parker overruled that
idea, pointing out that hikers, bikers and others used the trail and a printed permit with a
bunch of warnings for different groups would be too cumbersome. While there is some merit
to that objection, even my suggestion that the warning and waiver language in Exhibit 5 be
more prominently and boldly displayed was brushed aside.
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Although some danger is present in all of these activities, that doesn’t mean there are
no minimum standards for facility construction and maintenance. You wouldn’t construct a ski
lift that randomly ejected riders halfway up the mountain. No responsible ski resort would set
up a run with a 50-foot cliff at its end. If you did, you would be responsible for the damage
these conditions caused even if you posted warning signs, because the danger could be so
easily avoided with careful planning and design.
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As far as I’m concerned, the washout on the Wonder Trail was exactly that sort of
danger. Xtreme initially created the problem by its manufacture of snow on the Dog Leg run.
The gully in the area was there naturally and water routinely travelled through it during melts.
Sometimes we called it Roaring Gulch, it was so full of runoff. And the culvert under the trail
has been there for years and was always able to handle even the heaviest loads.
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But all that extra, icy snow we were creating could have changed the dynamic. There
was also that line break a few weeks before the washout, which disabled the top snow guns for
a while. Frankly, I don’t think that added much to the problem – the maintenance crew
discovered the leak fairly quickly and shut the relay pumps off as soon as they did. I told Parker
several times that we should just shut down when it was too warm and we didn’t have enough
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snow. But Parker assured me that these slopes had handled far more snow than we were
making and that lots of resorts created snow without any problems. Since Bernie Isteppe
advised that the wet bulb temperatures were optimal whenever we made snow, my misgivings
on the whole process were dismissed.
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After the washout in late January 2019, I inspected the damage with Parker and a
consultant from Xtreme’s trail construction department. I was shocked by the depth and
breadth of the hole created by the slide and Parker agreed at first that the gap was too large to
navigate safely. But the consultant Dahkobed brought in, Chase Bail, thought the trail was
great in that miserable condition. She claimed to be a veteran mountain biker and kept raving
about what a “gnarly feature” had been created. She said the lip wasn’t too “chundry” and that
the “kicker” was perfect for all but the most inexperienced riders. Bail assured us there would
be very few “endos or tacos”, given the distance. That consultant convinced Parker that people
would come from across the region to “huck this dialed drop”. I don’t think either of us
understood half of what she was saying, but that reference to crowds of new users lit up
Parker’s eyes.
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Once again, my warnings and misgivings were swept aside. After discussing the
situation with Corporate (and reviewing a mountain bike slang dictionary), Parker decided to
leave the area open, although Bernie was supposed to have the maintenance crew clean up the
ragged edge on the lower trail once things had firmed up in late spring. That cleanup still had
not occurred by the time of Nikki Kulshan’s accident.
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I begged Parker to put up an additional sign on the trail, warning users about the new
conditions. But the manager said that wasn’t necessary, given how obvious the drop-off was to
anyone using the trail. A sign would have been pointless coming up from the lower trailhead.
But I still think a sign on the upper portion of the trail would have been a good idea, because
that drop was hard to see until you were pretty close to it. But we didn’t receive any
complaints that the drop was “hidden” or difficult to observe before May 18, 2019.
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I also recommended sending out a crew to construct a series of switchbacks to get
around the drop, so hikers and horses wouldn’t have to slide down or crawl up the bank. But
that was unnecessary, because users built their own side trail within a few weeks of the
washout. Frankly, I don’t think our crews could have done a better job. The only complaints
received about the conditions were from Dakota Booker, who thought the whole thing was too
unstable. Booker said Happy Trails Adventures would stop furnishing rides on the Wonder Trail
after the next season unless we did something about the unsafe conditions.
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It was my day off at the time of Nikki Kulshan’s accident and I have no firsthand
knowledge of anything that happened. After the incident, I discovered that most of the
warnings and waivers I had carefully crafted for our website had been buried at the back of a
bunch of fine print in the terms and conditions. You wouldn’t even see some of it unless you
scrolled all the way to the end. My warnings did not specifically reference the washout or the
snow making machines, but they might have made someone like Kulshan think about what it
meant to use our trails. Parker said Legal had done the final draft of Exhibit 5 and they were
satisfied with the layout. In any event, Legal advised against changing the warnings after the
accident, since that might be misconstrued as an admission that Corporate had done something
wrong. I’m surprised that they let Parker add language to the warning signs, given that attitude.
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This fiasco was just one of a series of incidents that soured my working relationship with
Parker. Within a few months of the accident, there were a series of disputes over my proposal
to add a bobsled/luge track to an unused portion of Xtreme’s facilities at Pashtoe. The idea was
eventually abandoned and I was terminated for “insubordination” when I expressed my
displeasure directly to Corporate. I’ve been looking for work ever since, although the pandemic
put a hold on new hiring and new projects in the outdoor recreation industry. But I’m sure to
find another position, so long as Parker doesn’t torpedo me with a bad recommendation.
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That accident at Xtreme Ski-n-Sport was the last straw. I used to enjoy going up there,
to enjoy the world class powder and the quiet serenity of Pashtoe’s snow-covered slopes. But
those days are few and far between now. Most of the time, the natural powder is covered with
slick ice. The serenity has been replaced by roaring snow cannons and skiers have to contend
with mobs of competing “entertainment consumers.” I may sound like a snob, but I wish
everyone who is not on skis would go home and play their risky games on the lowland trails and
concrete skateboard parks that they deserve.
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I am very familiar with this resort and its operations. When I was in middle school, I
remember taking the bus from my high school parking lot in Barryton to “ski school” every
Saturday during the winter. We would gather in the frigid air at 5:00 am for the 3-hour ride up
the mountain, then spend the day jostling for a spot in the chairlift line, trying to get as many
runs in as we could before it was time for the long, dark trek home. I can still remember the
pride I felt the first time I conquered Straight Skinny, the steeper run, after honing my skills on
the flatter, lazier Dog’s Leg course.
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The thrill associated with true downhill skiing has stayed with me and I have felt that
thrill on the slopes of every resort in the Washington Cascades, along with the facilities on
Mounts Hood and Bachelor in Oregon. I even made it down to Alta Ski Resort in Utah once,
although it was a little beyond my technical skill set. But Pashtoe kept drawing me back. I’m
employed as a paralegal in an Alki City law firm now (our firm represents some plaintiffs in
personal injury cases, but I am not connected in any way to the parties or attorneys in this
case). At the time of the accident, I was married with two elementary school age children. But
whenever we had the chance, our family would bundle up, fire up the Range Rover and head
for the mountain. I wanted to give my children a chance to feel the awe of that snowy beauty,
the silent excitement of schussing down that pristine decline.
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All of that is rapidly disappearing and it makes me sick to think about it. Did you know
that climate change is destroying this form of recreation as we know it? According to the
European Environment Agency, the length of snow seasons in the Northern Hemisphere has
decreased by five days each decade since the 1970s. Instead of dealing with the problem, we
put a bandage on the symptom, by producing inferior manufactured snow. There are some
resorts that rely almost entirely upon artificial snow production and the Winter Olympics in
Sochi and Pyeongchang wouldn’t have happened without supplemental snow. Yet all of the
waste water, power consumption and noise pollution created by the process is just accelerating
the change, and ruining the experience in the meantime.
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But I know that I wasn’t asked to give a statement to express my views about the dismal
state of phony snow palaces like the Xtreme resorts. I was present on the Dog’s Leg run on
May 18, 2019 and observed a portion of the accident that injured Nikki Kulshan. So let me put
my personal feelings about the deteriorating conditions at this once majestic area aside and
focus on what I saw and heard.
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Our family decided to get in one last run at Pashtoe before the lower slopes closed at
the end of May. There is one higher run, Glacier, that stays open almost all year, but we rarely
go up there. You are literally skiing on a glacier, with snow covering the course for part of the
year. The run is very tricky and technical, and not appropriate for children or most casual
skiers. It is primarily used by thrill seekers and by professionals practicing for competitions.
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The 2018-19 ski season was limited by a lack of good snow. We had managed only a
couple of visits, in January and March, both blessed by excellent conditions. Since we normally
go at least five times a year, I convinced everyone to take one more trip, even though I knew
the slopes were still open primarily because of the production of fake snow.
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We were disappointed to find that Straight Skinny was already closed due to lack of
snow. A few climbers were using the chairlift for that run to reach the upper portion of the
mountain, trying to save some energy before starting up the south side trail to the summit. To
my chagrin, mountain bikers were also using that lift, then zigzagging down the closed run,
jumping and sliding on the meager snow patches left on the decline. Most of them were falling
hard, laughing and talking gibberish as they picked themselves up and started down again.
Honestly, what is wrong with these people? I’m surprised they aren’t all in the hospital,
considering the risks they take and the attitude they have toward safety.
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After a few runs down the Dog’s Leg, the kids were complaining that they were cold and
bored. The conditions were pretty sloppy, as the midday temperature was around 42 degrees
and the sun was beating down directly onto the ski surfaces. Before I knew it, the children
were parked by the huge stone fireplace in the lodge, with their faces glued to their phones.
Really, is Wifi even necessary up here? And, of course, my spouse had to stay with them – after
all, they couldn’t just be left alone. I decided to make one more run down the full length of the
Dog’s Leg, then concede defeat and go home until next year.
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This run makes a medium-steep drop from the top of the lift to a sweeping curved
section about halfway down. It flattens out in this area, then gently drops through some
moguls and hillocks in the lower section, before arriving back at the lodge. It usually takes 5 to
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15 minutes to make the run, depending on how much side-hilling you attempt. Since I had the
run pretty much to myself, I decided to take my time and enjoy the solitude.
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Unfortunately, as I came over the crest that overlooks the big curve, I could see that the
peace and quiet was about to come to an abrupt end. Someone was walking toward the snow
machine control shed at the point of the curve and it looked like they were about to fire the
guns. I knew what was happening because I’ve had the misfortune of being on the course
before when this occurred. The experience is not for the faint of heart, especially if you are not
prepared for what is coming. Believe me, you don’t want to be next to one of these snow
cannons when it starts up – the sound is continuous and deafening. I tried to go around one of
these devices once, straying within 50 feet of the arc of material being blown out of the front. I
didn’t think my face was ever going to recover. The sharp ice crystals these things blast
everywhere are only “snow” if you consider what comes out of a SnoCone machine “snow.”
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I decided to pull off and wait for the process to run its course. I’ve reviewed Exhibit 1,
and I recognize that this is an accurate, albeit crude, diagram of the scene of this incident. The
X on Exhibit 1 marks the approximate area where I was standing while making my observations.
The location of a snow cannon, like the one depicted in Exhibit 4, and the shed that apparently
controls the operation of these devices, is also accurately marked on the diagram.
The Dog’s Leg curve is actually the top of a steep drop-off. I’m not a great judge of
distance, but I would guess it is about 40 feet straight down this cliff to the gully of a seasonal
creek and an old trail. I’ve never been on this trail, because it is usually covered with snow
during most of the ski season and I’m not into cross-country skiing. I’ve been told by others
that it is in pretty bad shape, that whoever owns the land doesn’t maintain it and lets too many
people use it for various things at the same time. The land continues to slope off on the other
side of the trail, although it doesn’t appear to be as steep or rocky.
There is a brightly colored rail fence that marks the edge of the slope on the curve, to
warn skiiers not to get too close to the cliff. It can be added to during deep snow season by
inserting plastic extensions in the posts, so you can be warned of the edge no matter how deep
the snow gets. It isn’t really necessary if you are paying attention – after all, you couldn’t miss
seeing a giant hole in the ground, unless you just weren’t looking. The fence was only about
three feet tall on May 18, 2019. I pulled up next to the fence and looked down over the side,
while I waited for the snow guns.
The trail looked pretty rough and irregular, with rocks of various sizes scattered
everywhere. It looked like a portion of it was washed out, because there was a pipe or
something laying downhill from the trail at a weird angle. It looked like there was a hole in the
trail, although I couldn’t really tell how deep it was, because I was looking straight down on it.
There were some curves just above this area and several horseback riders were wandering up
through the curves, slowly picking their way through the rocks.
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From the opposite direction, I saw a mountain biker sliding down the trail, jumping the
bike’s front tire onto some small rocks. It looked like the biker might be practicing some kind of
trick involving the rocks, although I couldn’t really tell. The biker was moving faster than the
horseback riders, but no one was really moving that quickly.
The last horse in the line of riders, farthest away from the biker, was snorting, rearing
and sidestepping, as though something on the trail was bothering it. When the bike came up
toward the last corner, near what I assumed was the horse’s field of vision, the horse came up
full on its hind legs and nearly dumped its rider. The rider yelled something at the biker, or the
horse or both – I couldn’t make out what was said, but it was an angry tone. The biker threw
up one arm and yelled something back, then accelerated and scooted past the horse without
touching it.
The biker went into the shadows as the trail went around a curve. At the time, I thought
the shadows were cast by the snow machine and the shed, but thinking back, those would have
to be awfully long shadows. As I say, I’m no judge of distance. It took a couple of seconds for
my eyes to adjust and after that I watched as the biker appeared to go straight into the
washout area without stopping. It looked like the biker was pulling back or sideways on the
bike, trying to stop or maybe do a trick. I had forgotten about the snow gun, so I was startled
when it started up with a roar. I jumped and looked toward the shed, then down again toward
the biker. For a second, a mist of vapor or ice, spit out by the snow gun, obscured my view of
the trail. After this little cloud dispersed, the biker apparently reached the bottom of the
washout area, because the front tire hit some rocks, and bike and rider flipped over. As a unit,
person and machine bounced up once, which tells me they hit the trail pretty hard. After a
short skid, the rider stopped in a prone position, with the badly bent bike on top.
I screamed at the snow gun operator, but that person was too far away and couldn’t
hear me over the roar of the machine, which was deafening. I pulled out my cell phone and
placed a call to the Xtreme Resort reservation desk. I tried to talk over the noise wall of the
snow gun’s engine. It must have worked, because by the time the snow gun shut off the
paramedics were attending to the bike rider. Those horseback riders apparently couldn’t be
bothered to check on this pour soul – when I looked down to see what had happened to them,
they were long gone up the trail. I can’t believe that the last one didn’t see what happened, so
he or she apparently just didn’t care.
I didn’t follow Nikki Kulshan’s social media before the accident and I have never met the
plaintiff in person before this case. I have subscribed since the accident, just to check on Nikki’s
progress. I’m glad to hear that the plaintiff has physically recovered and I enjoy reading the
comments and product reviews on the sites. But I am sure that Nikki must bear some
emotional scars from this event. I know I was traumatized by the whole thing; I even thought
about suing the Resort for the negligent way they operated their machines and maintained
their facilities. I ultimately decided not to pursue this remedy, but I will not be going back to
Pashtoe while Xtreme Ski-n-Sport operates these slopes.
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Believe me, I would rather have consulted with Parker Dahkobed three years ago,
instead of testifying today. Maybe then I could have helped prevent the tragic events of May
18, 2019. Those events were foreseeable to anyone who has taken the time to learn about
human behavior and the predictable ways that people interact with their world. That is what I
do in my profession as a human factors consultant and analyst.
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Human factors experts study the effects of people’s mental, perceptual, and physical
capabilities and limitations on their contacts with stimuli from other parts of the environment.
Working with engineers and architects, human factors professionals design and build efficient
and safe machines, roads and trails and other structures. These experts also help create
instructional materials and warnings that help users minimize the risks they must encounter.
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Scientists in this field have spent decades researching topics such as perception,
attention and distraction, learning and memory, fatigue, and risk perception. They apply this in
many ways, including casework involving the operation of products and equipment; roadway,
retail, and recreational environments; educational brochures and alert design.
After the fact, forensic human factors analysts are frequently retained to evaluate the
actions of individuals within particular environments and to determine whether the people
responsible for creating these environments properly took human behavior into account. The
field of human factors and ergonomics, a related discipline, is broad. A human factors expert
may have an undergraduate degree in a field such as engineering or architecture or design, as
well as a graduate degree. Other experts who emphasize research and analysis may study
psychology or physiology.
My work needs to be distinguished from that of a safety expert. This term encompasses
many different backgrounds. There is a national certification, a CSP certificate that stands for
Certified Safety Professionals. According to the Board of Certified Safety Professionals (CSP), its
members are people who perform at least 50 percent of professional-level safety duties,
including making worksite assessments to determine risks, assessing potential hazards and
controls, evaluating risks and hazard control measures, investigating incidents, maintaining and
evaluating incident and loss records, and preparing emergency response plans. I am not a
Certified Safety Professional.
My educational background is comprised of a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology from
Indiana Western University and a Master’s degree in Ergonomics from The University of Central
Utah. For a number of years, I have been self-employed as a consultant. As you would expect
given my background in ergonomics, most of my consulting work involves safety concerns in
human created workplaces. Unfortunately, owners of businesses and attractions tied to the
natural environment seldom seek professional advice about the conditions on their premises.
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This is only the second time I have been asked to review a situation of this type and the first
time I will be testifying about whether a resort owner breached the standard of care by failing
to account for human factors in its outdoor operations. However, the principles that will be
discussed are universal, so I feel comfortable expressing my opinions.
My fees for investigation, preparation and review are $200 per hour and the same rate
applies to time spent in authoring a statement or testifying. Because the preparation in this
case required me to travel to a remote area to view the conditions, I have already incurred
$6,500 in fees and costs. My opinion is not affected by the amount or payment of my fees.
In preparation for testimony, I have reviewed the statements of the witnesses and
viewed the location where this accident occurred, including the trailhead and the portion of the
ski area and trail depicted in Exhibits 1 through 3. This visit occurred in the spring of 2021,
approximately two years after the accident occurred. I understand that a new culvert was
installed at the trail location and that the large drop in the trail has been replaced by a more
gradual downhill. At the ski slope corner, a newer model snow cannon had been installed. It
seemed pretty loud when the crew started it up for me, although I do not know how it
compares to the sound of the snow cannon depicted in Exhibit 4 – I could not find this model to
listen to during start-up or operation. In any event, any minor differences in sound would be
irrelevant to my conclusions. Finally, the trailhead signs depicted in Exhibit 6 have been
replaced with more extensive, detailed signs. I was not asked to determine whether the
current signs were adequate, and there were five or six of them, so I didn’t review them in any
detail.
In my opinion, the owners of Xtreme Ski-n-Sport Resort failed to adequately account for
the human characteristics of their trail users in three crucial respects in their operations on May
18, 2019 and did, in each instance, fall below the standard of care of a reasonably prudent
person. First, the condition of the approach to the “hole” in the trail failed to provide adequate
stopping sight distance for a hazard of this type, given the anticipated speed of trail users.
Second, the operation of a loud snow cannon just above the trail, with accompanying
precipitation, without adequate shielding, failed to account for the startle reflex this would
produce in individuals near the trail hazard. Finally, trail signage in existence on May 18, 2019
was inadequate to warn trail users of the specific hazard of the precipitous drop-off, so that
these users could adjust their speeds and activities to adequately meet this danger.
Before I discuss these conclusions, let me say that I did not reach them simply because
an accident which led to injury occurred on the trail. As Anthony Hidden observed in his 1988
report on the Chapman Junction railway accident: “There is almost no human action or decision
that cannot be made to look flawed and less sensible in the misleading light of hindsight”. Even
the most carefully thought out and planned activity can result in loss to the foolish and the
careless. But the conditions here made it much more likely that even a cautious trail consumer
would be injured, because people act predictably in given situations. Failure to anticipate this
expected behavior and to take steps to address it forms the bases for my opinions.
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First, I will discuss the approach to the hazard that faced Nikki Kulshan in this case – the
precipitous drop into the “hole”. Please note, my opinion is not that it falls below the standard
of care for a trail to be maintained with a drop of this type. Some users might actually enjoy the
challenge of working around an obstacle of this sort. It’s not my cup of tea, but to all their own.
No, the problem here was the approach to the drop, which did not allow even a cautious user
to see the hazard in time to either stop and go down the switchback trail, or to build up
sufficient speed to attempt a jump over the obstacle. In order to appreciate the reasons for my
opinion, let me take a few moments to discuss the factors that go into sight distance
calculations.
Adequate sight distance is required to provide a path, sidewalk or roadway user the
opportunity to see and react to the unexpected. Stopping sight distance, the number of feet
required for a user to come to a complete stop, is a function of the user's perception and brake
reaction time, initial speed, the coefficient of friction between the user's wheels and the
surface, and the braking ability of the user's device. In this case, we are dealing with a crest
vertical curve, where a shared use path goes uphill and then drops off. Because the drop off
does not protrude above the trail, its edge should be treated as a crossing trail and the stopping
distance needed for this type of situation is applicable.
The minimum stopping distance for a crest vertical curve is a function of the algebraic
difference in the uphill and downhill grades, the assumed height of an object on the pavement,
and the user's eye height. The “Green Book” of the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials gives equations for calculating the minimum length of a crest vertical
curve so that adequate sight distance is available. The equations assume wet, paved surfaces –
the surface here would arguably require a longer stopping distance, although the user would
probably be travelling at a slower average speed.
Using the AASHTO formula, the minimum stopping sight distance for this curve would
be 67 feet on wet pavement. The sight distance was obtained by calculating the distance
traveled during the perception-reaction time (using an assumed speed of 15 miles per hour) to
the calculated braking distance under wet pavement conditions. The eye height of the cyclist is
an average based on numerous studies and an obstacle height of zero. The uphill grade here
was 5 percent. The actual stopping sight distance for this location was 49 feet, well short of
what was needed.
The distance is calculated for 85% of users, so the trail is not safe for most of the cyclists
who would approach the drop. I did not try to match the calculations to Kulshan’s actions,
because that would not excuse the construction of an unsafe trail. A reasonably prudent
landowner would maintain the area so that at least 85% of cyclists could safely stop before
reaching the edge – Xtreme Resort did not comply with this standard.
My second opinion is that the Xtreme Resort owners were negligent in their unshielded
operation of a loud machine that sprays cold water just above this dangerous section of trail.
This operation triggers the startle response that all vertebrates naturally display. The startle
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response is a reflex-based sensorimotor physical reaction that is elicited by any startle-eliciting
stimulus, such as a puff of air or a burst of noise. We can habituate ourselves to minimal,
expected or anticipated sounds or events, and these do not affect our performance of tasks
such as driving. But unusual, loud stimuli will cause all of us to blink, wince, jerk and otherwise
become distracted and to change our actions immediately after the stimulus is applied.
In some cases, this distraction can be used to our advantage. For example, the
installation of rumble strips on the edge lines and center lines of roadways is designed to
slightly startle the driver. The sound and vibration divert the driver from his or her prior
inattentive behavior and redirects attention to the driving task. But large startling events
almost always cause negative distraction from operation tasks, causing operators to divert their
attention away from safe operation of a vehicle.
In my opinion, that is exactly what occurred here. Assuming that a sudden burst of loud
noise, accompanied by a shower of frigid water and ice, occurred just before Kulshan
approached the drop-off, these stimuli would have distracted the plaintiff from the trail ahead
and prevented the plaintiff from reacting to the hazard. A prudent operator would either delay
starting the snow cannon until the trail near the hazard was clear, or would build shielding
around the device to block the moisture and muffle the sound. Of course, I am not an
engineer, so I do not know what shielding would be effective or how practical, from a cost
standpoint, it would be to install such a guard. I suspect the more practical approach here
would be to assure that the trail was clear before starting the device.
Finally, let me comment on the third deficiency in Xtreme Resorts operations – the
adequacy of its signage on this trail after the decision was made to leave the drop in place.
The most critical prerequisite for any effective warning sign is that it gains a person's attention
at a critical time. Elements such as location of the warning, type size and font, and color are
important in this regard. Good warning format includes the following: (1) an alert symbol exclamation point with a triangle - followed by an appropriate signal word and color
background, i.e. red/danger, orange/warning, and yellow/caution; (2) condensed verbiage
describing (a) the nature and severity of the hazard, (b) the consequence of exposure, (c) action
to be taken to avoid the hazard, and sometimes (d) procedure to treat exposures. Since people
are unlikely to read lengthy text, brevity and comprehension become critical. Pictorials often
are desirable and complete sentences are unnecessary here. But the wording must be explicit
and tied to the danger.
In this case, the signs depicted in Exhibit 6 are too general and too far from the hazard
to provide an effective warning. Some aspects of this sign are consistent with good practice –
the use of bright yellow and the repeated reference to “CAUTION.” But the reference to
difficult and dangerous terrain is in the muted brown sign, immediately below an innocuous
pictorial of a hiker. While some contrast between signs is helpful in drawing attention –
everything should not be the same color – danger language should be highlighted and more
explicitly tied to bikers and other trail users.
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In addition, a trail sign describing the specific hazard of the drop off ahead should have
been located about 75-100 feet from the hazard itself. Let me be clear – every bump and dip in
a primitive trail does not need to be signed. But this drop is sufficiently dangerous to require a
more explicit warning. That would allow a biker who is paying attention and moving at an
appropriate speed the necessary time to stop and to avoid the hazard.
I would note that I do not know whether the plaintiff in this case would have noticed
such a sign or taken appropriate action. I do not know Kulshan’s speed and I was not asked to
opine on the plaintiff’s actions and whether those actions met an appropriate standard of care.
That is outside my area of expertise. My conclusions are based on the anticipated reactions of
most humans, not the specific reaction of the particular human involved in this incident.
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Let’s make one thing clear: an injured customer is a dissatisfied customer. No company
stays in business by coldly disregarding what happens to the people who use its products and
services. The idea that Xtreme Ski-n-Sport in general doesn’t care about what happens to
people like Nikki Kulshan when they come up to our mountain couldn’t be further from the
truth. It is to our financial advantage when they come back again and bring their friends. And
as a person I care, because I want folks to have a good time at the places I run.
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Xtreme Pass Resort at Pahtoe, as it currently exists, is entirely my doing. I lobbied
Corporate hard to give me the chance to save this ski resort, when most of our board was
doubtful that we should acquire it. It was farther from major metropolitan areas like Alki City
than competitors’ facilities. The Forest Service had the slopes boxed in on two sides and there
seemed to be minimal room for expansion. The equipment was aging and the place had no
summer footprint worth noting, just a few hikers and climbers. The lodge was shuttered and
silent for at least six months out of every year.
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Besides the professional challenges the area presented, my reasons for taking on this
project were personal. My dad was career Army and for several years he was stationed as the
instructor at a firing range sixty miles from the mountain. I lived in Pahtoe’s shadow, heard its
legends, thrilled at the sight of it outlined by a red sunset or shrouded in clouds and mist. We
moved on to other posts and other places, but I never forgot that mountain and its solitary
beauty.
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When the chance to acquire Pahtoe Ski Lodge presented itself in 2011, I had already
worked for Xtreme Ski-n-Sport for years. As the chief of “veteran” acquisitions, my job at the
time was to keep an eye out for floundering recreational properties and to develop a proposal
for purchase and a business plan. I usually managed my finds for a year, to make sure everyone
in management was on board with the long-term plan. Then I would move on to the next
project. But I was so enamored with the idea of developing the Xtreme Resort at Pahtoe that I
asked to stay on as the on-site manager until the property’s value was fully realized.
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The first order of business was upgrading the ski experience. The previous operators
were still using some of the original lift equipment, which took forever to reach the top of the
relatively short runs. Only two runs were open, even though potential courses had been
identified as far back as 1977. I use to stand under the chairs and listen to them creak as they
crawled along – it was like travelling back in time.
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The new high-speed lifts we installed get you up to the action in less than a minute,
smoothly and safely. Two new medium runs were punched down auxiliary ridges, both
accessible by the new lifts and serviced by supplementals back to the lodge. Next, I installed
High Alpine chairs from the top of these runs, to take experienced skiers to the year-round runs
up on the glaciers. These lifts were also popular with weekend mountain climbers, since they
could catch a lift partway to the summit.
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Once Xtreme negotiated leases and land swaps with the Forest Service, we had plenty
of room to add non-downhill attractions, like the snowboard park, which can also be used by
affluent skateboarders in the summer. A summer alpine slide runs down one of the ridges,
drawing even more off-season users. And we hope to eventually construct additional places for
warm season users, like a zip line course. Val Halla’s lame idea for a bobsled/luge run is not in
our long-term plan. It just didn’t pencil out financially – too much in-ground expense and
maintenance for relatively few users. I tried to explain these realities to Val, but sometimes
dreams don’t bend to reality.
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Xtreme Pass is primarily about skiing and snowboarding, and like most resorts we have
been forced to turn to snow production to support our operations at the beginning and end of
the season. Sometimes, we even supplement our lower courses in the winter, when safety
dictates a thicker base than the weather has provided. If we know that a dump of fresh powder
is expected, we may lay down a few inches of the fake stuff just before it arrives, so there is less
need for grooming and the natural coating lasts longer. The equipment is noisy when it runs
and it does use power and water. But the slight environmental disruptions, usually before
people arrive on the slopes, are outweighed by the substantial upgrade to our product. The
cannons are well worth the investment, believe me.
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I haven’t mentioned our trail system so far, because that is the least utilized portion of
our operations. We inherited the trails from the Forest Service, as part of our negotiations to
acquire more valuable adjacent properties. Their location was largely determined by the hikers
and climbers who blazed them many years ago. For example, the bridges, culverts and
trailheads on the Wonder Trail exist in basically the same condition as when they were
constructed by the Civilian Conservation Corps during the Great Depression. Back then, the
only facilities up here were some warming sheds for climbers and snowshoeing enthusiasts.
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There have been a few improvements over the years, but most recreation scientists now
frown upon adding too many modern touches to forest trails. Paving can increase erosion and
too much accessibility can result in overuse. Even clearing natural obstructions is discouraged.
For example, when trees blew down over trails in the past, crews would cut up the entire log
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and haul it out for firewood, cleaning and restoring the area, even picking up the branches.
This approach deprived the forest of the ability to regenerate itself and left the area around
many paths looking barren and sterile. Now, the log is left as an obstacle, or only a small
portion is cut out, leaving the rest to rot in place and serve as a nurse for new trees.
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The culvert in Roaring Gulch is another good example of the change in trail
management. Trails used to wash out regularly and hikers were required to pick through the
remains – no one expected a crew to trek miles into the woods to patch a trail that was going to
wash out again next year. But as road access to trailheads improved, so did the demand for
“better” trails, so culverts and diversion devices were installed and trails were reconfigured,
often with resulting damage to fish populations and natural contours. More recent
management theory supports reverting to the old idea of letting streams flow, although
considerations of safety means that some trails are closed or abandoned, or left in a very
primitive condition.
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When the washout occurred on the Wonder Trail in January 2019, I took the matter very
seriously. This section is close to the Resort’s developed areas and it is used more than other
sections of the system. In our long-range planning, we were considering whether to install one
end of the zip line course near the middle trailhead, so users could access that attraction on
foot. That was all still in the design stage, so I don’t know whether that idea will pan out. The
point is we had no plans to abandon the trail, so we wanted to keep it open for as many
customers as possible.
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I consulted with our maintenance manager, Bernie Isteppe, about how long it would
take to replace the culvert and repair the area. Bernie assured me that the job could be done
in-house for minimal cost and that the work could be completed within a week once the
conditions were stable. The area had to stay dry for about a month and a half. We talked
about closing the trail segment until the work could be completed, but I decided to consult with
an expert in our company’s construction department before making a final decision.
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I reviewed the materials provided by Chase Bail, the expert from the company, including
videos she supplied of a number of mountain biking trails in the Pacific Northwest. We visited
the site together with Val Halla. Although some of the technical jargon left me scratching my
head, Chase was emphatic that there was no need to alter or close the trail. Based on Chase’s
suggestions, I even visited several trails in Washington that were either multi-use paths or were
designed just for mountain bikes (I don’t recall how many of each I personally viewed). What
Chase said gibed with my own observations – there were many trails in our area with similar
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drop-offs and gaps and these were considered perfectly natural paths that did not need to be
altered or repaired.
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Since the Wonder Trail was a multi-use path, we had to make sure that the area was
safe and convenient for horseback riders and hikers. I planned to address that concern by
having the maintenance crew construct a short bypass trail. Dakota Booker was the only
regular user of the trail in the spring and grumbled about the deference to mountain bikers. I
assured Dakota that the Resort would widen and shore up the switchbacks that had already
developed on the side of the drop-off as soon as the weather allowed. I asked Booker to
withhold judgment until those improvements were completed, although that project was still in
the planning phase when the accident occurred. I figured Happy Trails would continue to use
the Trail – quite a bit of their business comes from rides on that stretch.
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Val Halla insisted that we should install more signs on the trail above the washout, but
that wasn’t necessary. I walked that top section a number of times and you could see the drop
off clearly as soon as you came around the last corner, at least 30 feet from the edge. I wasn’t
on a mountain bike, but you shouldn’t be going fast coming out of that curve, unless you were
deliberately speeding up to make the jump. If that’s the case, you obviously know that the
drop is coming and you are choosing to go off at your own risk. Another sign or warning isn’t
going to change that.
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The signs that were posted at each trail access point at the time of Nikki Kulshan’s
accident are depicted in Exhibit 6. As you can see, the information contained in the signs
accurately describes what a user can expect on the trail. The trail is difficult, rocky and
primitive in places, with ups and downs along a steep mountain slope. We did not post a
warning around this specific “hole”, just as we did not post a warning in numerous other places
where the trail is rough, or dips down or passes through shadow or bright sunshine. If we did
that, there would be a sign every 50 feet. There is simply no need to advise mountain bikers of
these open, latent natural hazards. We did add some additional warnings to our signs after the
accident, at Val Halla’s suggestion, but I still don’t think it was necessary.
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I was in my office at the Resort lodge when the accident occurred and our personnel
responded promptly after we received word that Kulshan was injured. Our operations included
an on-site rescue unit with trained medical personnel, because the mountain is 50 miles from
the nearest clinic. The EMTs mainly handle frostbite in the winter and dehydrated hikers in the
summer, but they can set broken bones, deal with trauma and shock – the whole nine yards.
The plaintiff was stabilized at the scene and promptly transported to the nearest hospital for
follow-up care. It was my understanding that Kulshan fully recovered and was released shortly
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after admission. Xtreme Resort sent the plaintiff a nice floral arrangement and a couple of free
passes for the next ski season. That wasn’t an apology; it was simply a courtesy we would
extend to any customer who didn’t have the best time while visiting us.
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We don’t charge anyone to use the trail system around the Resort, but we do require a
parking permit, so we can keep track of who is in the area on any particular day. We do charge
a small fee for this pass, which is displayed on the car’s dashboard. Staff checks for the permits
throughout the day, although they usually don’t ask you about them unless you happen to be at
your car when they drive through. I suppose it would be possible to visit the area in someone
else’s car without a personal permit, although that is against the rules. Our records show that
Nikki Kulshan had a permit on May 18, 2019. There are records of the plaintiff visiting at other
times in past years, but nothing in 2019 before the incident.
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Finally, I’d like to comment on Val Halla’s suggestion that we buried the disclaimer and
waiver sections in our term and conditions of use. As you can see in Exhibit 5, that’s simply not
true. We have no financial incentive to conceal the waiver. The user cannot buy a permit
without opening the terms and conditions. The language by the link in this section clearly
states “It is important to read all of the terms and conditions, including the disclaimer sections,
before purchasing a permit or pass”. Although the disclaimer, waiver and release are at the
back of the terms and conditions, they are the only section in all capital letters. And an
individual cannot purchase a permit without clicking a button that says “I AGREE” next to the
language “I have read and understand the Terms and Conditions”. So Nikki Kulshan was
warned to become familiar with our rules before driving up here. I’m sorry for what happened
to the plaintiff, but the accident was one of those things that happens in the outdoors.
Especially if you choose to drive a bicycle off the edge of a rough drop-off on a rugged trail.
Xtreme Ski-n-Sport is not responsible.
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Employment in the outdoor recreation industry comes in all shapes and sizes. If you
want to keep your job, you have to adapt to the times, go with the trends. I’ve learned that
lesson many times in my 30 years working for the maintenance department at the resort up on
Pahtoe Mountain. That’s why my position has morphed from maintenance staff to Head of
Physical Plant and Operations.
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When I first started working at the resort, it was called Pahtoe Ski Lodge, and it was
strictly a winter operation, limited to downhill skiing. There were two chairlifts and a rope tow.
Runs usually started in November, although the maintenance crew would be called out on
weekends in October, to oil the gears, inspect the cables and wipe everything down. The place
closed up by mid-April, when the rocks started poking up on the course edges. Nature’s
rhythms dictated our activities and for half the year we left the marmots in charge. But you
know human nature and the need for both control and constant stimulation. There was no way
that was going to last.
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The current management, Xtreme Ski-n-Sport, took over in 2011 and that company
immediately started looking for ways to expand and diversify. They leased a big parcel of
adjacent land from the Forest Service, with an agreement that they would manage backcountry access and the trail system. That’s about the time I quit my summer job and started
working year-round at the newly christened Xtreme Pass Resort at Pahtoe.
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Soon enough, two additional lifts took skiers up to higher slopes. Next came the
snowboarders and some of them wanted physical challenges beyond what the groomed runs
could offer. In an unused section between courses, we constructed rails and half-pipes for this
crowd. That snowboard park is very hard to keep in good repair – it takes almost as much of a
beating as the newbies who try to use it. But Parker Dahkobed correctly predicted it would be
a hit and folks flock there every winter for X Games and other events.
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All of this investment would still sit idle for half the year and the bosses didn’t like that.
So Xtreme started encouraging people to come up to the mountain when there was no snow.
The trail system, which had mostly been used by a few hikers and climbers, was opened to
mountain bikers and horses. (The Forest Service won’t allow motorized vehicles like ATVs and
motocross bikes, or I think we would have those devices crowding the trail too). Trail
maintenance was the easiest part of the job for my crew, because there was so little repair
performed. When one of us noticed a rough spot or a washout, Parker and Val would tell us to
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leave it alone, that users liked the challenge of deteriorated conditions. The rougher the
better!
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About five years ago, Xtreme Ski-n-Sport decided to invest heavily in snowmaking
equipment along the lower portions of two runs on the mountain, so we could offer skiing and
snowboarding earlier in the fall and later in the spring. All of us were involved in installation,
which involved a busy summer laying pipes and electrical conduit in some pretty rocky ground.
Several members of the staff also had to be trained in the art of snow manufacturing and the
operation of the snow gun batteries arrayed along the Dog’s Leg and Straight Skinny courses.
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Let me give you the basics of how snowmakers create their magic powder. There are
three key factors that allow a ski area to successfully make snow: proper temperature,
humidity, and altitude. Combined, these factors boil down to a single meteorological term:
Wet Bulb Temperature or as I like to call it “WBT”. This tells you how easily water evaporates.
If WBT is good, the water being shot out of the snow guns can freeze before it hits the ground;
if it is too high, you can’t make snow, period. The ideal temperature for snowmaking is 27.5
degrees Fahrenheit, but you can technically start shooting snow at 40 degrees if the humidity
and altitude give you a WBT reading that is low enough.
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There are two basic categories of snow guns, air/water and airless. In the first type,
compressed air and water come into the gun via two different hoses. The stream of water is
interrupted by the compressed air, creating fine droplets. These droplets are then launched
high enough to allow for the droplets to freeze. We use these guns on Straight Skinny, because
they produce a finer snow, the kind that appeals to slalom skiers.
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On the other hand, airless guns are mainly used on the Dog’s Leg, the favorite run of
mogul skiers and snowboarders. These “cannons” look like a giant oil drum and they don’t use
compressed air. Instead, they spray water out through very small nozzles similar to a garden
hose. These nozzles line the perimeter of a large powerful fan that disrupts the jets of water
into small droplets and propels them into the air. We have these guns mounted in fixed
locations and they stay put, because they are difficult to move. And the fans on those things
are loud when they are running at a full tilt! I wouldn’t recommend standing within 30 feet if
you aren’t wearing sound reduction earmuffs.
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No matter how good the ingredients (some machines shoot a mix of water and
chemicals) or the equipment you use, you still need to have a practiced hand to make real
snow. In addition, depending on the time of year, the type of snow is going to be different.
Through trial and error, I’ve learned how to use these machines to make quality snow
whenever the WBT allows. The slope is not a big ice slick when I’m done, as Jean Vonn Tromba
seems to imply.
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To cover a ski run with artificial snow, you need a lot of water. It takes about 75,000
gallons of water to create a 6-inch blanket of snow covering a 200x200-foot area. Our airless
system on Dog’s Leg can convert 5,000 to 10,000 gallons of water into snow every minute when
it is in full operation. We pump the water up to the slope from reservoirs Xtreme Pass
maintains in several low-lying areas. These reservoirs are filled by natural runoff and recapture
of the melt from the manufactured crystals.
Of course, when water melts it has to go somewhere and on Dog’s Leg it naturally drains
into Roaring Gulch. Most of the time that isn’t a problem; the creek just runs a little higher
than usual. Recently, there were several unusual hot spells in the late winter and early spring,
combined with periods of heavy rain. The result was flash floods down the gully. One of those
gully washers, in late January 2019, took out a culvert and 20-some feet of tread on the
Wonder Trail, near where the trail skirts the crooked part of the Dog’s Leg course.
I talked to Parker Dahkobed and Val Halla about the washout right after it happened.
Staff blocked off access to both trailheads for a week, so I could assess the damage. Almost no
one uses the trail system that time of year anyway. After a thorough inspection, I advised
Dahkobed that the culvert could be reinserted and most of the drop could be eliminated right
after the ski season, when the bulk of the run off was over. Parker said the resort’s operations
committee would discuss the situation and get back to me. Eventually, I was told that the
committee wanted to leave things as they were for now, to add another “extreme feature” to
the mountain bike riding experience.
When I expressed concern for hikers and horses, Dahkobed assured me those groups
would find another way around the drop. That attitude surprised me, because our policy is to
discourage customers from building “outlaw” trails. In any case, Parker was correct about what
would happen. As soon as things dried out, a makeshift trail of switchbacks appeared on the
downslope side and I saw several hikers and horses picking their way down that side. That path
was not a long-term solution, because you could see erosion and rockfall, especially when it
rained. It looked unstable to me and there’s no way I would go down that monkey puzzle. But
it worked until we fixed the main trail and we never received any reports of injuries in that
section.
As for the bikers, those crazies just launched themselves off the top and tried to land
cleanly on the other side of the drop. The whole setup encouraged them to travel that upper
section way too fast, tearing around that corner like a rabid raccoon on rails. Several of them
crashed and bent their bikes up pretty bad – but they just laughed it off. What is wrong with
these squirrels? Horseback riders and hikers hated it, but we never received a complaint that
“The Hole”, as it was called, was hidden or a surprise. Every biker in the state knew that drop
was there as soon as the trail reopened. I’m told that it was all over social media, so the
plaintiff must have known of its existence.
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If you were coming up the trail from the lower lot, you had to walk up the switchback
and you couldn’t miss the wall of dirt and rock ahead of you. On the way down the trail, the
drop was kind of invisible until you were right on it – until the last 20 feet it looked like the trail
was just proceeding along. But you still had plenty of time to stop, especially since you should
take it pretty slow in those curves and watch where you are going. After all, you often aren’t
the only person on the trail, even in the late spring.
On May 18, 2019, we were still making snow on the Dog’s Leg, although we had closed
down Straight Skinny for the season. I laid down a coating that morning, for the customers who
come up right after breakfast. Later that afternoon, the temperature was 38 degrees, but the
humidity gave me a WBT that would allow for good creation and dispersal. Since the Resort
sometimes gets an evening crowd when the days lengthen, I decided to apply another coating
to the lower sections.
The main control panel for all the snow guns is located in a little shed by the big
sweeping crook of the run. The area is depicted in Exhibit 1. The control shed sits right next to
Big Blaster, the largest of the airless snow guns on this segment. Exhibit 4 is a photograph of
the unit in operation. It’s probably the loudest of the cannons, although I wear ear protection
and stand where the shed muffles the sound. I know what’s coming, so the startup noises don’t
startle me anymore. I checked for skiers in the area and didn’t see anyone on the leg. Someone
was on the side just above me, but it appeared that he or she was stopped to watch the snow
making show. I unlocked the circuit box on the outside of the shed and hit the master switch,
which fired up the gun array on the entire run, including Big Blaster.
The start of a machine results in a small discharge of water and any ice built up on the
fan. The spray goes in every direction until the fan clears, then the snow sprays straight up and
out. This startup discharge only lasts a few seconds and there isn’t much on the blades in May,
because the air temperature is too warm. I was standing 15 feet from the unit and I got a little
damp. There was no huge blast of ice, that’s for sure. There is no way that Nikki Kulshan got a
face full of anything from Big Blaster down on the trail,
I stood and watched the process for about 25 minutes, then shut off the guns and
locked the control panel. After I took off my sound reduction muffs, I heard a commotion and
several loud voices below me on the trail, including someone crying out in pain. I looked down
and saw the mountain rescue crew working on a biker near the lower edge of the drop. Several
volunteers were putting the biker on a stretcher, while others were picking up the remains of a
mountain bike. Neither the rider or the bike looked to be in very good shape. But I guess that’s
what you sign up for when you get into that crazy sport. Not for me!
Shortly after this incident, Parker instructed me to close the trail for a couple of weeks,
by placing yellow exclusion tape and a sandwich board sign at each trailhead. I spent part of
each morning replacing those items, which were torn down or stolen by mountain bikers
anxious to get back on the trail. Everyone wanted to attempt the jump over “The Hole”, which
gained even more notoriety after Kulshan’s accident. We tried to shoo them off, but those
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squirrels just wouldn’t listen. Everyone must have made it over, because I never heard of
anyone else getting hurt.
The Wonder Trail was officially reopened in July 2019, after I installed new signs at each
trailhead. These signs were added to those shown in Exhibit 6 and warned that “Steep Slopes
May Be Present - Use Caution”. No signs were posted near the approach to the washout. In
mid-2020, after Dakota Booker and others complained about all the bikers speeding through
the corners to make the jump, the maintenance crew reset the culvert and smoothed out most
of “The Hole”.
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STATEMENT OF DAKOTA BOOKER
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The question is never what caused a mountain biker’s injury. The real mystery is how
any of them finish a ride without getting injured. If you spend as much time on the trails with
them as I do, and watch their stupid tricks and extreme risk taking, you would marvel that any
of these ShaLoonies ever make it home without a nasty bruise or a broken bone. If their antics
simply endangered the bikers, that would be one thing. But these squirrels put everyone on
the trails at risk, especially those of us trying to enjoy the outdoors in communion with one of
nature’s noblest creatures – the horse.
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From an early age, I’ve loved these beautiful beasts. There’s a genuine feeling of bliss
that comes from learning about your individual horse – each one has a special, distinct
personality. I love to curry and care for my animals, especially when I tame a new mount and
we finally share a ride together. Equestrian science has been a big part of my life and now
working with horses is my livelihood.
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I grew up on my parents’ ranch in eastern Wyoming, so it was natural that horses were a
big part of my upbringing. In addition to cattle grazing, which required horses to tend and
relocate our far-flung herds, my folks operated what used to be called a “dude ranch.”
Greenhorns, mostly from the East Coast, flew into Cheyenne and spent a week learning about a
way of life they had never seen before. The highlight was always the trail ride at the end of the
week, up into a high field in the Laramie Front Range, where a few selected cattle were waiting
to be driven down to the corral. Given the saddle occupants, the horses involved in the last
ride had to be carefully trained and very patient. My mom was skilled in this gentling process
and she taught me her secrets so I could help her “whisper” the horses into the right frame of
mind.
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After I graduated from high school, I wanted to work with big animals in the big
outdoors. For the last 15 years, I have worked with horses in almost every place you can
imagine. Some of my gigs included veterinary assistant in Montana, chute tending and stock
pickup with a traveling rodeo and a lead for beach group rides in Oregon. Heck, one summer I
even led burro caravans down into the Grand Canyon, although managing stubborn burros is
not as rewarding as working with horses.
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Three years ago, I settled in the foothills of the Washington Cascades and decided to
open my own trail ride outfit in the Pahtoe area. I bought out an existing business that had a
contract to provide guide services into various areas around the Xtreme Pass Resort. Some of
those rides are booked through Xtreme and then we’re called Happy Trails and use their trails
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exclusively. But I also provide more rugged experiences through my other business, High Alpine
Adventures. I’ll take you anywhere you’d like to see in this area, on a day trip, an overnight
camp or a week-long back country fishing excursion.
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Compared to the spread where I grew up, it’s not very big. But my little ranch supports
me, my family and 35-40 horses. While I handle many of the rides, Happy Trails employs three
other professional leads and I hope to get my kids involved in the family business, once they get
older. That is, if they can remove their noses from the smart phone screens long enough to
notice they are outside!
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When the company receives a booking for a trail adventure, part of my job is to select
the horses for the expected conditions. Just like people, horses have different strengths and
weaknesses. A filly that would do just fine picking through the stones by a quiet river might be
terrified on a multi-use path with a lot of distractions. Some stallions love narrow canyons and
steep drop-offs, while others would shy and bolt away in that environment. It’s not just
instinct; horses need training and practice in different situations, including rides with nervous
or inexperienced riders.
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On May 18, 2019, our business was just coming out of the spring lull. Demand doesn’t
really pick up until the snow has been off for a few weeks and things warm up in the lowlands.
This time of year, the leads take less experienced horses out for practice runs, so they can get
used to the places they’ll be going during the heavy season. One of our most popular rides is
on the Wonder Trail adjacent to the ski resort, so me and my crew planned a four-horse
caravan from the upper trailhead to the lower parking lot and back, using one experienced
gelding to lead the three tenderfeet that we were trying to inure to the trail.
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We parked our trailers in the upper lot, unloaded and started down. Riding point on the
experienced horse, Ed, I started in the lead. But the plan was to give each of the newbies a
chance to take the front at some point during the trip. There were two parts of the trail that
we wanted to emphasize, because these segments had the biggest potential for problems later
on. First, we wanted to pass close to the cliffs near the ski slope when the snow guns were
operating. Although the noise from those things is only a problem in the spring, our horses
often encounter sudden loud sounds in the quiet of these hills – a boisterous party, gunfire, low
flying military planes on an exercise – you name it. They have to learn not to startle and rear up
in these circumstances, especially since the riders on their backs may be freaking out.
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Second, the horses and riders needed practice dealing with the big washout about two
miles from the lower end of the Wonder Trail. There used to be a slight dip there, over the top
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of the culvert that carries a seasonal creek under the trail. Now there was a massive hole, I’d
say almost 20 feet across, with a long drop between the top edge and the lower trail. I heard
that an uninsulated pipe to one of the snow guns ruptured and released a massive amount of
water into Roaring Gulch before they finally managed to shut down the pumps. Anyway, seems
like a hole that big would not be the result of natural runoff.
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There’s no way a horse could jump that gap, no matter what you may have seen in the
movies. So just like the hikers, horseback riders were forced to pick their way up and down the
side of the washout on a jerry-rigged trail of switchbacks. One slip and you’d head down into a
sharp ravine, at least until you whacked into a tree. A good horse could do it with a rider,
although we usually dismounted and walked them through that section. The whole set-up was
not safe and I complained to the Xtreme people many times that spring. The problem needed
fixing before the heavy use started, and a good crew could repair that section in a couple of
days. But Parker Dahkobed just smiled and nodded and said something about enhancing
everyone’s “thrill index”. Yeah, just like encountering a rattlesnake would – no thanks!
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Anyway, we picked our way down the washout, walking two of the horses and riding Ed
and one of the more sedate mares. We were near the lower trailhead when the snow guns
went off in the morning, but that is a fair piece from the slope so none of the horses bolted.
The upper part of the trail is scree and talus fields and it was a pretty rough go this early in the
season, so the horses needed a rest. We had lunch down there and then headed back up the
trail.
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Until that point, we had been fortunate – no mountain bikers. There is simply no way to
get animals used to their presence, because I can’t get used to it. You never know what they
are going to do next and if they have a code of conduct, it must consist of one rule—Anything
Goes. Bikes yield to no one, slow for nobody and seldom act as if anyone else is on the trail.
The only recognition of your existence is a rude comment or gesture, when one of those jerks
think you should get out of their way.
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Just three weeks before Nikki Kulshan’s accident, I encountered another biker near the
washout. That person was moving fast too, even looked like the plaintiff, with a similar bike,
helmet and outfit. Of course, every one of them is barreling along at breakneck speed, so you
can’t tell one from the other. I was on a horse at the bottom of the washout, just getting ready
to start up the switchbacks, when that rider flew off the top and right over my head. The horse
was really spooked and nearly pitched me into the gully. The biker landed hard but stayed
upright, then made a derisive wave, just like Kulshan did on May 18, before disappearing
toward the lower lot.
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Back to the day of the accident. We made it back to the washout without incident,
although a couple of the horses were getting fidgety from the long ride. I decided that we
should move a little faster, although we would normally stop and rest for a few minutes and
compare notes on problems we encountered before heading into the upper section. All riders
stayed mounted up the switchbacks this time, which bothered Ed for some reason. We were
back in the curves just above the washout. I was in the rear position, but I called a halt, so I
could try to get Ed to settle down.
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I was just around the corner from the top of the drop and planned to work my way
closer to the others after Ed calmed, so we could talk more easily without dismounting. That’s
when I saw the front filly start and whinny, in real distress. Then here comes Kulshan, barreling
down the trail with the tires of the bike right on the edge of the downhill side. The plaintiff
shouted something like “Get over!” which is the worst thing you can do when you are right next
to a horse. The plaintiff was pedaling hard, as if Kulshan knew that the drop was coming and
was trying to pick up speed for the leap. Anyway, whatever the reason, that squirrel was
definitely not slowing down.
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It all happened pretty fast after that. Nikki Kulshan approached Ed at full tilt and despite
my best effort Ed uncharacteristically reared straight up. If you can full spook that old
champion, you must be doing something really reckless. “Easy” I told Ed and “Watch it, you
moron!” I barked at Kulshan. The plaintiff pulled one hand off the bars and gave me that rude
sweeping gesture, just like the one the rider gave me a few weeks before. Then just as the bike
flew past me, the snow gun went off.
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Man, was that thing loud! If you’ve been to the rodeo at a county fair, you may have
stayed around for a monster truck rally – the sound is comparable. A few seconds later, I felt a
little spritz of cold water cover us and the back horses, although the front lead told me she
didn’t feel a thing. Well, that did it for all the horses, including Ed. They were so freaked out by
the experience that I knew there was no way we should ride them over the talus strip up ahead.
I didn’t look to see if Kulshan made the jump – I figured that was none of my business. We all
dismounted and walked the horses back to the upper trailhead, a distance of several miles. We
loaded up and headed back to the ranch. I didn’t hear that anything had happened to Nikki
Kulshan until several days later.
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It took us weeks to undo the damage to the emotional state of the horses caused by
that day on the trail. I had to limit the filly to backcountry duty, because anyone walking by put
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her in a tizzy. Of course, Ed got over it eventually – that horse is a champion. Parker finally
filled in that hole – I suppose that’s the only good thing that came out of the incident.
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When you are mounted on a horse, you are sitting higher than someone on foot or on a
mountain bike, so you have a better view of the conditions ahead of you. But anybody who’s
paying attention could see that washout from the top in plenty of time to stop. Of course, you
have to be looking and you have to want to stop. You can’t be flying along at the speed Kulshan
was going that day. There’s no need for a bunch of extra warning signs on the trail, although I
see that Xtreme installed some new ones. Just open your eyes and use common sense –
although you don’t have much of that, if you get into mountain biking.
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Mountain Biking as a recreational activity is an attitude, a way of life, a method of
connecting with a higher level of existence. But entry into this discipline carries with it an
obligation to the unenlightened around us. Everyone who straps on the helmet and puts a foot
to the pedal is expected to conform to a code of conduct and to accept a certain level of
responsibility for their actions and choices. In my opinion, Nikki Kulshan breached that
standard of care and should expect the consequences of that breach.
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I am a tenured Professor of Philosophy and Cyclology at Existential Sciences University,
an online educational institution accredited by the States of California and Washington. The
university offers graduate degrees in the arts and sciences, involving many traditional subjects.
In addition, a student can construct a designer degree focused on his or her particular interests.
Individual studies programs are usually a small part of a college’s curricula, but ExSU
encourages students to explore this aspect of learning. Since the pandemic, our enrollment has
exploded to over 50,000 students, more than the main branch of the University of Washington.
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My connection to ExSU commenced in 2010, shortly after it was formed. Prior to my
employment here, I earned a Bachelor of Arts from Cal State – Ukiah, a Juris Doctor from the
University of Idaho School of Law and a Doctorate of Philosophy from the Enlightenment
Institute in Fairbanks, Alaska. After professorial stints in several traditional in-person
universities, I decided that online education was the wave of the future and time has deepened
that conviction. Our philosophy department was one of the first to offer a separate degree in
the ethics and practices of biking – Cyclology -- although many schools offer degrees in
recreation and its connection to society and the arts.
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My qualifications to teach Cyclology, in addition to education, include extensive high
trail cycling experience and in-depth interaction with the mountain biking community. I have
bombed some of the sketchiest trails on every continent, including Antarctica. I have lectured
online on multiple subjects related to ethical mountain biking, including Essential Safety, MultiUse Etiquette and Environment: Respect for the Non-Human Biome. My affiliations include two
years as president of the International Mountain Biking Board of Governors and past chair of
the United States Committee on Biking Standards and Practices. These organizations adopted
the code of conduct and the standards of care (also known as the Rules of the Trail) that I will
discuss and that are known to even the most casual participant in this sport.
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Kulshan should have been aware of these standards for several reasons. First, plaintiff
purchased a top-line bike, 29-inch tires with “full squish” – a complete suspension with a front
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fork and a rear shock absorber. After 1998, all bikes of this manufacture were shipped with a
copy of the Standards of Care prominently affixed to their frames. You had to detach this
document to ride the bike and its contents would have apprised the plaintiff of these
expectations. Second, the Xtreme Pass Resort’s website for permit purchases included a
reference to these standards in its terms and conditions. I believe the reference is in paragraph
4 of Exhibit 5. In order to purchase a permit, Kulshan initialed an acknowledgement that these
terms were read and understood. Finally, I have reviewed Nikki Kulshan’s posts describing past
mountain biking excursions. Some of these posts provide a link to the USCB Rules of the Trail
website in, I believe they are called, “retweets”. It is difficult to believe that plaintiff would
provide these materials to others without reading them first.
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When I was approached by the defendant’s counsel to objectively review Kulshan’s
actions in this case, I advised them that I was reluctant to become involved in a dispute with a
fellow biker. The attorneys assured me the Resort was only interested in learning the truth –
whether or not the accident was solely the result of their actions, or was at least partially
caused by the plaintiff’s breach of care. In forming my opinions, I reviewed all of the
statements provided by witnesses and the exhibits. I did not visit the accident site, because I
was not retained until many months after the incident and there was no way to determine how
much conditions had changed. It was disappointing to learn that “The Hole” had been filled in –
I’ve heard that it was one dialed (that means impressive) drop.
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I have been compensated for my time in this matter, not for the provision of any
particular opinion expressed. Xtreme Ski-n-Sport was advised that the fee would be $200 per
hour for review and preparation of this statement and $250 per hour for trial time, and would
be owed even if my opinions were not favorable to them. I would estimate that my total
charges will be around $7500 and these fees will be paid to me personally, not to the university.
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It will be necessary to use various slang terms in order to meaningfully discuss this
incident, since this lingo is part of the zeitgeist of the modern mountain biking era. I will define
these terms as I use them. For example, my previous reference to a sketchy trail refers to a
course with features or sections so challenging that they make you think twice about riding
them. This may be due to chunder (loose, rocky conditions), lots of baby heads (round rocks
that are the size of, well, baby heads) or steep drops and difficult features. This contrasts to a
skeezy trail, with paved surfaces and level segments. Of course, to “bomb” is to go fast, really
raise the ShaLoo readings.
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Because of the focus of my expertise, I will not express any opinion about whether the
Xtreme Pass Resort was deficient in its operation of snow machines or its construction or
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maintenance of any of its facilities. This declaration does include my opinion that the warnings
posted on the trail were sufficient for bikers following their standard of care, for reasons that
will be discussed later in this statement.
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In summary, Nikki Kulshan violated the standard of care expected of mountain bikers in
three critical respects. First, the Rules of the Trail require bikers to yield appropriately to all
other trail users in a safe manner and to never act in a way that scares animals, especially
horses. Second, the plaintiff did not ride in control, instead operating the bike in a rash and
inattentive manner. Finally, Kulshan did not meet the responsibility imposed on all bikers to
learn the features and conditions of the trail before encountering them.
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One of the primary Rules of the Trail is to yield appropriately to other non-bike trail
users. To be frank, mountain bikers are often viewed as interlopers on trails that were
originally constructed for hikers or horseback riders. We are resented by these users, treated
with disrespect by others. Dakota Booker’s reaction to Kulshan’s presence is the norm for
encounters of this type.
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A reaction in kind to Booker’s negative aura would be ordinary, human nature. The
Rules, however, require more. The IMBA decided long ago to meet this hostility with kindness,
with humility, with the patience and attitude of The Buddha and not The Beast. Bikers are
required to “always let other trail users know you're coming — give a friendly greeting.
Anticipate other trail users as you ride around corners. Yield to riders headed uphill whenever
you’re riding downhill. And always make every pass a safe and courteous one.”
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These Rules are separately emphasized for the presence of horses, the animal royalty
of any trail. The animal is always right and should always be treated with care and respect. In
addition to the moral basis for this approach, the result is also practical. “A frightened animal
can be both vulnerable and dangerous. The only thing that keeps animals safe from you is
you.” Because of this deference, Kulshan was mandated to “give animals enough room and
time to adjust to you. And use special care when passing horses and follow directions from the
horseback riders (ask if uncertain).”
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The plaintiff failed miserably in dealing with the horseback riders in the curves of this
trail. One of the horses was in obvious distress because of the bike’s presence. The
appropriate action in this situation is to dab, or tap your foot, to stop the bike and then move to
the side, unless the segment is so off-camber that you would slide off a steep slope. Next,
follow the horseback rider’s instructions, or just silently wait for the horse to pass. There are a
few situations where rapidly riding past a group of horses would be the best approach, because
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that removes the irritant quickly. But the animal rider should make that call, not the biker.
Getting into a dispute with Booker and buzzing through the horses created a dangerous
situation.
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Did the incident with Booker contribute to the plaintiff’s fall? Certainly, Nikki Kulshan
would not have been at the top of a major step-down feature when the snow guns started if
waiting for the horses delayed the arrival. And ugly incidents of this type create a negative
energy penumbra, a karma that influences everything that happens to a rider for the rest of the
trip. Could that cause the plaintiff to undercook the drop, land wonky and go endo, crashing
over the bars? That is not for me to say, since my opinions relate to the standard of care and
not to causation.
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Second, Nikki Kulshan failed to follow the Rule of the Trail that requires the biker to ride
in control. Most of the trails we use are deliberately rough, curvy and filled with hazards. Some
of those hazards are fixed, while others are transient or mobile. “Speed, reckless or ‘loose’
riding and inattentiveness are the primary sources of trail conflict and injury” to riders and
those around them. The presence of challenging conditions should be the expected, not the
unusual. The ethical rider must ride prepared and ride responsibly. “Be extra aware when
riding a trail with poor sight lines and blind corners” – that perfectly describes the Wonder Trail
in this area.
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Control does not require a boring, slow ride. Master bikers can bomb through straights
or toward major jumps. Tricks on the trail can include ratcheting, which involves the use of
half-strokes to maneuver around obstacles without chain sucks or pedal strikes. Any good
cyclist likes to take the time to practice little bunny hops on flat sections, or to jump small
features called booters. The key is not the lack of speed or danger – instead, the requirement is
to keep the bike under the control of your body and mind at all times.
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Kulshan’s behavior on May 18, 2019 ignored these requirements. The conditions faced
– shadows, rocks, up and down sections, even a major feature– these things do not create
problems. The plaintiff’s failure to ride in a way that would allow a controlled response to
these conditions was the problem. Continuing at the same speed while waiting for your eyes to
adjust to shadow? A big no-no. Not traveling at a speed that allows you to observe an open
drop that is there to be seen? That conduct is not excusable.
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This breach of the standard of care was tied to the third violation of the Rules – the
failure to be familiar with the trail, either by checking out the conditions in advance or by
remaining alert and learning the path along the way. Riders not only expect that trails will be
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riddled with features, they welcome them – those features dial in the ride, make the mountain
different from the street and the velodrome. Every year, more landowners bar us from
entering their properties, and many of them take this step because they are afraid of
ShaLoonies like Nikki Kulshan. These riders go faster and harder than conditions warrant, or
they can handle. They fail to observe anything but the readings they obtain on the monitoring
app. Then after an injury occurs, they sue the landowner for encountering the things they
sought. I don’t use the term ShaLoonie lightly, but that describes the plaintiff, based on my
review of the ride and the data downloaded. Kulshan engaged in dangerous driving in an effort
to up the statistics for the social media platform users that monitor the plaintiff’s activities. The
hand gesture Booker observed is a classic ShaLoonie sign off, a kind of fist bump between the
active thrill seeker and the virtual followers.
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Finally, a word about the signs displayed in Exhibit 6. The signs are unnecessary for any
person who knows the standards of conduct. The orange triangular caution sign is a pictorial of
one of the Rules of the Trail – bikers yield to everyone. And the brown sign’s warning of
difficult terrain isn’t a warning to mountain bikers, it’s an expectation, an invitation. Follow the
code and be aware of your surroundings – that’s all the signs need to say and these signs
provide that information.
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The combination of these violations definitely contributed to the plaintiff’s crash. After
reviewing Exhibit 2, I’ll admit that the approach to The Hole was somewhat deceptive and this
feature would have been difficult to see. But every sharp rise and blind corner on a trail
conceals a condition you may not be aware of. You either slow down or you act fearlessly -send it and take the consequences. This dialed attitude is in the ozone of enlightenment for
this sport and it is not a place for the tentative. A person in Kulshan’s position as an influencer
should embrace this philosophy; otherwise, don’t put a rear on the seat. Slow or go, there is no
third alternative. Anything else is a breach of the standards all bikers are required to follow.
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EXHIBITS
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EXHIBIT 2
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EXHIBIT 4
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EXHIBIT 5
[This language is visible on the Resort’s website when applying for a pass]:
By purchasing this Pass, I hereby agree that I will comply with all Resort Rules. I further
acknowledge that violation of the Rules may result in revocation of the permit, expulsion, or
issuance of a citation. Please visit https://www.Xtremeskinsportresort.com/about/rules for a
full list of printable Rules.
I understand that the printed receipt (or receipt on mobile phone) MUST be carried by owner,
with ID, when on park property.
I agree with the Terms and Conditions attached and hereby apply for a Pass.
[This language is visible if the applicant clicks on a link entitled “Read the Terms and
Conditions”]:
Welcome to the Xtreme Pass Resort (hereinafter the Resort) website for pass and services
purchases. The passes and services are made available to you (hereinafter the Participant) by
the Resort subject to the following Terms and Conditions. By accessing any of the services,
Participant agrees to follow and be bound by these Terms of Use. The Resort reserves the right
at any time to modify these terms and conditions with or without notice. Please read all of
them carefully.
1. The Resort and its employees make no warranty, express or implied, and assume no
legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy of the data contained herein. the services
including but not limited to offline map data made available for download to users. The
passes and services are provided "as is" and without warranties of any kind either
express or implied.
2. Passes are non-transferable and may be used by the pass holder only.
3. Operations may be limited or modified at any time in response to changing
circumstances. All passes must be used in the specified time period printed on the pass.
4. A bike pass, helmet, close-toed shoes, and functioning front and rear brakes are
required in order to access the Wonder Trail. Full suspension bikes are strongly
recommended. The Resort is not responsible for damaged equipment. Use this terrain
at your own risk. All mountain bikers must walk their bikes through the parking, ski and
other developed and non-trail areas. Mountain bikers should be aware of the USCB Code
of Conduct and Standards of Care and abide by them while on Resort property.
5. At the request of the adjacent landholder, the US Forest Service, eBikes will not be
allowed on the Wonder Trail until formal and consistent federal lands eBike policy is
finalized.
6. By participating in any ski, snowboard, mountain biking, or other lesson ("Lesson")
Participant is not required to perform any particular skill or maneuver and that is not
required to negotiate any particular terrain. Participant is solely responsible for
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determining whether Participant can perform any particular skill or maneuver and/or
negotiate any particular terrain.
7. Participant accepts for use "as is" any equipment provided and accepts full
responsibility for the care of the equipment while it is in Participant's possession.
Participant is responsible for the replacement at full retail value of any equipment
rented under this agreement if the equipment is not returned. Participant agrees to
reimburse Resort for any loss or damage to the equipment, other than reasonable
wear and tear. Participant agrees to return all equipment on time, and that the
equipment will be returned in clean condition
8. Participant understands that the ski-boot-binding system will not release under all
circumstances and that it is not possible to anticipate when the ski-boot-binding
system will release. Participant understands that snowboard bindings do not release.
Participant understands that helmets are not designed to prevent or minimize all
head injuries, and that Participant is responsible for the proper fitting of any helmet.
Participant understands that any equipment provided, including helmets, will not
prevent or minimize injuries. Bike helmets are required to access the bike park.
9. Participant agrees to abide by Your Responsibility Code and any rules, regulations,
directions, signage, warnings, and/or orders of Resort. Participant understands that
Resort may revoke any pass or privilege, if Participant fails to do so.
10. Alcohol consumption is not permitted while actively participating in activities within
the Resort, including while riding lifts or in lift lines. Use of a lift or any ski trail when
under the influence of drugs or alcohol is not permitted.
11. Participant hereby irrevocably grants to Resort the right to use his/her name, image or
voice ("Image") for any educational, promotional, advertising, or other purpose on
behalf of Resort. Participant agrees that all intellectual property rights to his/her
Image belong to Resort and waives any right to approve, inspect and/or receive
royalties or other benefits from the use of his/her Image.
12. Venue for any legal proceeding arising out of this Agreement and/or Sports Activities
shall be Cascade County, Washington. This Agreement is governed by Washington
law.
13. Participant is aware that Resort operations may take place at any time, and accepts
responsibility for acquiring the most up to date information from the Resort website.
All authorized individuals and work crews performing duties for Resort, or its
contractors, on such jobs as road maintenance, trail maintenance, ski area grooming,
snow production, etc. shall be given free access at all times to perform their duties.
Participant hereby agrees to not impair, impede or interfere in any way with these
activities.
14. Participant agrees not to injure, damage and/or destroy any fences, gates, roads,
drainage structures or other property of Resort and shall be responsible for any
damages which Participant may cause. Participant agrees to promptly notify Resort
of any said injury or damage.
15. Participant agrees that due care will be exercised to prevent forest fires. No fireworks
are permitted on Resort property at any time. No smoking is allowed on any portion
of Resort property.
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16. Participant agrees not to harm or harass any wildlife. Dogs and other domestic
animals must be kept in Participant’s control at all times. This includes but is not
limited to parrots. Participant shall not release any native, non-native, domestic or
exotic species on Resort Property.
17. Participant shall not disturb, alter or damage any archaeological sites or objects of
antiquity on Resort Property, including but not limited to digging, probing or
deliberately plowing or cultivating such sites for the express purpose of exposing
artifacts or archaeological sites or other objects of antiquity. Participant will not
violate any state or federal laws pertaining to cultural resources and/or human
burials on Resort Property.
18. Absolutely no motorized vehicles are allowed on the trails unless as part of Resort
sanctioned maintenance activity.
19. Dumping of garbage, trash, refuse, or hazardous waste on Resort Property is
prohibited.
20. Participant acknowledges and agrees that under no circumstances, including without
limitation, negligence, will Resort, its subsidiaries, affiliates, officers, employees,
agents, partners, licensors and suppliers be liable to you for any damages related to or
resulting from: 1) the use, display or maintenance of a user’s personal information or
2) Participant’s ability or inability to use a pass or service. Applicable law may not
allow the limitation of liability or damages. Accordingly, the exclusions and limitations
set forth above may not apply in their entirety to Participant, however, Participant
agrees that the Resort's liability will be limited to the extent permitted by law.
21. AGREEMENT OF RELEASE AND INDEMNITY – Please read carefully as this is a release and
waiver of certain rights. The holder, purchaser, renter, user of equipment, or the user of any
pass or service understands that skiing, snowboarding, tubing, mountain biking, use of
mountain coasters, and any other sports, events, competitions, or activities, including any
transportation related thereto are hazardous and that injuries are common. Participant
accepts and assumes the risks associated with these activities, including, but not limited to,
changing weather conditions, variations and steepness in terrain, terrain features, snow or ice
conditions, surface or subsurface conditions, bare spots, creeks and gullies, forest growth,
rocks, stumps, the use of lifts, collisions with natural or man-made objects or other persons,
avalanches, snow immersion, equipment failure, no or delayed first aid or rescue, grooming
and snowmobile equipment, lift towers and other structures and their components, falling,
loss of control, and exceeding one's ability. Participant freely and expressly assumes any and
all risk of injury associated with these activities. In consideration for access and

participation in these activities and the use of any facility, Participant hereby agrees
to release and hold harmless Resort and its directors, officers, employees, affiliates,
contractors, volunteers, organizers, sponsors, and agents from any and all claims
arising directly or indirectly out of such activities or use. This release includes claims
and liabilities arising from negligence but does not include claims based on intentional
conduct.
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EXHIBIT 6
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PRETRIAL MOTION
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CASCADE
NIKKI KULSHAN,
Plaintiff,
vs.
XTREME SKI-N-SPORT, INC,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

NO. 21-2-00002-2
PLAINTIFF’S MOTION
IN LIMINE

The Plaintiff moves the court in limine for the following order to promote
a fair determination of the issues in this case, and to uphold the due process rights
of the plaintiff, the dignity of the proceedings and the due administration of
justice:
1.
An order prohibiting the defendant from eliciting any testimony
which refers to the plaintiff in particular or to mountain bikers in general as
squirrels, rabid raccoons on rails or any other form of animals, especially rodents.
2.
An order prohibiting defense counsel, in closing argument, to use
any animal analogy which may be seen as dehumanizing the plaintiff in particular
or mountain bikers in general. The prohibition should comparing the plaintiff or
mountain bikers to squirrels, raccoons or other rodents.
This motion is based upon the records and files herein and the authorities
to be presented at oral argument. The statements of witnesses Bernie Isteppe and
Dakota Booker raise particular concerns.
BY /s/______________________
Attorney for Plaintiff.
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CASCADE

NIKKI KULSHAN,
Plaintiff,
vs.
XTREME SKI-N-SPORT, INC,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

NO. 21-2-00002-2
RESPONSE TO
PRETRIAL MOTION

Defendant opposes the pretrial motions in limine and ask that all of the
pretrial orders requested by the plaintiff be denied.
Argument by analogy is a time-honored tradition in the courts, used by
both plaintiffs and defendants when appropriate. Eliciting testimony that supports
these analogies is not improper or a violation of the due process rights of the
plaintiff.
BY /s/______________________
Attorney for Defendant.
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Authorities for Pretrial Motion Argument
Pederson v Dumouchel, 72 Wn.2d 73 (Washington Supreme Court, 1967)
[Majority Opinion] -- Plaintiff, as guardian ad litem of Larry C. Neal, a minor, appeals from a
judgment, entered after a jury verdict for defendants, dismissing this action with prejudice. We
refer to the minor as plaintiff; he reached his majority before trial.
This is an action for damages allegedly arising from medical malpractice. It is against M. L.
Dumouchel, a medical doctor; Walter D. Heikel, a dentist; and St. Joseph Hospital, a
corporation, in Aberdeen, Washington.
For the purpose of this opinion, it is sufficient to state that the record contains competent,
expert, medical testimony, if believed by a jury, to support the conclusion that plaintiff suffered
severe and permanent brain damage from cerebral anoxia or hypoxia (complete or partial
deprivation of oxygen to the brain) while he was anesthetized during surgery, and that cerebral
anoxia or hypoxia was due to inadequate ventilation of the patient during the anesthesia or
postoperative period.
[After finding that several errors warranted a new trial, the Court commented on the
plaintiff’s assertion that defense counsel’s argument appealed to the jury’s local prejudices]
Inappropriate Conduct of Counsel
The die of this case has already been cast; it must be retried. Plaintiff, however, makes a cogent
argument that local defense counsel became overly enthusiastic in defense of their local
community. Plaintiff and his guardian ad litem do not live in Aberdeen; they live in Raymond;
their lawyers are from Pierce County; most of their expert witnesses are from counties other
than Grays Harbor. In the spirit of good advocacy, counsel for defendants overlooked none of
this. After a minute review of the record, we agree with plaintiff.
The trial was a long one (1467 pages of testimony). It was extremely hard fought. Neither side
monopolized the low blows. Again we agree with plaintiff that "from voir dire examination to
closing argument, defense counsel made a calculated appeal to local pride and prejudice."
It would unduly burden this opinion to quote the many occasions when defense counsel
attempted to turn the jury into a hometown rooting section. Counsel wrung out every tear in
the towel. To illustrate, one of defense counsel argued:
This is a serious case for all of the parties involved. I just wonder what would happen tomorrow
if I went out with some friend and got drunk and ran off the road and hit a stump and broke my
jaw, split my head open, scalp open, and went to the hospital and said: "Doctor so-and-so, the
dentist, I would like you to come up and wire my jaw." He would probably tell me: "Go see Dr.
Sata in Seattle. I am not going to take a chance on being sued for half a million dollars to come
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up and wire your jaw. If you don't have good luck with Dr. Sata, then go see Mr. Johnson
in Tacoma and he will bring a law suit for you to recover damages. (Italics ours.)
We do not approve of arguments such as this. A case should be argued upon the facts without
an appeal to prejudice. The judgment of dismissal is reversed, and the case is remanded for a
new trial.
*

*

*

*

State v Rivers, 96 Wn. App. 672 (Division I, 1999)
[Majority Opinion] -- Douglas Rivers was convicted of first degree assault and sentenced within
the standard range. On appeal, Rivers argues that the prosecutor engaged in misconduct by
making improper comments, primarily during closing argument, which prejudiced his right to a
fair trial. We agree, and therefore reverse
The victim of the assault was very intoxicated. He had allegedly been involved in an automobile
accident and was knocked to the ground by the other driver before Rivers and three
companions joined in the attack. The victim was seriously beaten and suffered permanent
injuries. Rivers admitted that he was at the scene of the attack, but maintained that he had
approached the victim to help him when the victim struck out at Rivers and his friends. Rivers
denied that he kicked or hit the victim.
During closing argument, the prosecutor utilized a theme that Rivers was part of a pack of
attackers, commenting that "he is a vicious rocker, as were they. That's what the evidence
shows, beyond a reasonable doubt." Describing the assault on a drunk and helpless victim, the
prosecutor referred to Rivers and the others as "predators . . . [t]hey are nothing more than
hyenas." He then proceeded to read a dictionary definition of the word "jackal," commenting
that "[t]hat's what these four young men were. They were jackals."
Generally "[g]reater latitude is given in closing argument than in cross examination" and
counsel is entitled to "comment on a witness's veracity or invite the jury to make reasonable
inferences from the evidence so long as counsel does not express a personal opinion."
However, a prosecutor has a duty to the public to act impartially and in the interest of
justice. In the context of this responsibility, the prosecutor may not make heated partisan
comments which appeal to the passions of the jury in order to procure a conviction at all
hazards.
This court has a responsibility to insist upon and enforce minimum standards of professionalism
in the conduct of our system of criminal justice. The highly inflammatory comments utilized by
the prosecutor in this case fall well below the standards appropriate to the conduct of the
State's case. We cannot countenance such tactics, which were clearly intended to inflame the
jury's passion and prejudice.
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The error was not harmless. The State's burden to prove harmless error is heavier the more
egregious the conduct is. The burden here is heavy indeed. We do not know whether the State
would have succeeded without this inappropriate argument. We do know that this highly
inappropriate conduct undermined the integrity of the criminal justice process to such an
extent that justice was not done below.
*

*

*

*

State v Barajas, 143 Wn. App. 24 (Div 3, 2007)
[Majority Opinion] -- Florentino Barajas appeals his convictions for two counts of attempted
first degree murder and one count of unlawful possession of a firearm. On appeal, Mr. Barajas
asserts … that the prosecutor committed misconduct by using a derogatory term and by
misstating the standard for premeditation to describe the nature of the defendant's intent. We
conclude that … the prosecutor's comments—while improper— could have been remedied by a
curative instruction. We affirm.
During closing arguments, the prosecutor attempted to delineate the concepts of planning,
intent, and premeditation for the jury. In doing so, the prosecutor made several statements
that analogized Mr. Barajas's behavior to that of a dog. With regard to intent and
premeditation, the prosecutor stated:
A good way to think about it is this; even the mangie [sic], mongrel mutt can intend to if you
touch their food bowel [sic] while they are eating, they bite you. Their intent is get away from
my food….Now, some people may well say that a good bird dog can plan. Do you have a good
bird dog? They always seem to flush that bird out where there is nothing in the sky but blank
sky. That dog might be able to plan, but that is not what we are required to prove to you, just
that you touch my food, I bite you….You try to deport me, try to arrest me, I hurt you. You try
to arrest me at the scene after that traffic stop, I take a swing at you.
Mr. Barajas did not object to the prosecutor's remarks. Mr. Barajas himself employed the
prosecutor's analogy to argue that he was acting out of instinct rather than premeditation.
Here, the prosecutor used the example of a “mangie [sic], mongrel mutt” who bites the hand of
any person who comes too near the dog's food. Mr. Barajas likens these remarks to those
in State v. Rivers, where the prosecutor stated that the defendant was a predator and a jackal,
and also compared the defendant to a hyena.
The prosecutor's remarks in this case do not rise to the same level of impropriety or prejudice
as those in Rivers. But they were improper. The terminology used by the State was derogatory.
Of particular concern was use of the term “mongrel.” Common usage of this term implies mixed
race or breeding, and this term is frequently used as a disparagement. The prosecutor had
already been made aware that the defendant had concerns that his race and national origin
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would be an issue at trial. By linking the defendant's behavior to that of a “mongrel mutt,” the
prosecutor ran the risk of engaging the passions and prejudice of the jurors, rather than making
an argument based on the objective, relevant facts of the case.
The State correctly points out that it is common for both prosecutors and defense attorneys to
make use of analogies in order to help the jury understand the law or the arguments of the
parties. While this may be true, the frequency with which analogies are used as a tool is not a
reason to give either party permission to make improper argument within those analogies.
Prosecutors should be especially mindful of their choice of wording when the analogy is linked
specifically to the defendant . . . . Despite the fact that the prosecutor's remarks were improper,
Mr. Barajas cannot establish that they were so flagrant and ill intentioned that an instruction
from the court could not have cured the prejudicial effect of the comments. . . .The use of this
analogy by Mr. Barajas also indicates that he may not have considered it to be a highly
prejudicial remark.
*

*

*

*

Roetenberger v Christ Hospital, 839 N. E. 2d 441 (Ohio App, 2005)
Karen Roetenberger's husband John filed a complaint for wrongful death and medical
malpractice. Following an 11-day trial, the jury rendered a verdict in favor of the
defendants. Roetenberger has appealed.
The first assignment of error alleges that the trial court erred in permitting defense counsel to
make improper and inflammatory statements to the jury during his closing argument. Defense
counsel stated to the jury, "The plaintiff thinks it's just about money. They think they can just
throw it up on the wall and give you some testimony and you will walk back into this courtroom
and make them rich people. * * * They don't want a reasoned debate. They have not wanted
that from opening statement and they don't want it now. They want money. * * * You have to
find that if you are giving all this money. * * * But I suggest to you that that's the type of
manipulations going on here for money. * * * That's the medical truth. Not their money truth. *
* * What on earth is going on in this case? I'll tell you what's going on. Money. Nine million
dollars. Let's get rich on this case at [Dr. Saeed's] expense. * * * It has nothing to do with
medicine. It has to do with money. That's all it has to do with. * * * Because [the plaintiff'scase
is] calculated to try to get you to go back in the jury room and feel terribly sympathetic for this
family, this nice guy and his two nice children, and give them nine million dollars, and that's
wrong. * * *And if you want to verify it, if you want to be part of it, that will be your choice. * *
* There hasn't been one recognition in this courtroom that [Dr. Saeed is] a human being over
there. That's not an ATM machine. * * *”
Defense counsel maligned Roetenberger's experts, accusing them of "manipulating" the case
and "participating in this creation of this lawsuit against this good doctor to make all kinds of
money." Defense counsel called one of Roetenberger's medical experts an "idiot," arguing that
the expert was not credible because he wore "gym shoes" and "baggy pants." Defense counsel
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also argued to the jury that returning a verdict in Roetenberger's favor would "brand" Saeed
"with malpractice for the rest of his life" and reward Roetenberger's "greed."
Closing argument presents counsel with the opportunity to comment on the evidence and the
reasonable inferences to be drawn from the evidence. . . Remarks or arguments that are not
supported by the evidence and are designed to arouse passion or prejudice to the extent that
there is a substantial likelihood that the jury may be misled are improper. "When argument
spills into disparagement not based on any evidence, it is improper." It is the trial court's duty
to see that counsel's statements are confined to proper limits and to prohibit counsel from
creating an atmosphere of passion and prejudice or misleading the jury. Abusive comments
directed at opposing counsel, the opposing party, and the opposing party's witnesses should
not be permitted. If there is room for doubt about whether counsel's improper remarks may
have influenced the outcome of the case, that doubt should be resolved in favor of the losing
party.
Defense counsel's remarks in the instant case were clearly designed to arouse the jury's passion
and prejudice. The attacks on Roetenberger, his counsel, and his witnesses were "inexcusable,
unprincipled, and clearly outside the scope of final argument." [Reversed]
*

*

*

*

In re Richmond, 16 Wn. App. App. 2d 751 (Division 3, 2021)
[Majority Opinion] -- The use of animal analogies at trial is problematic. Many animal
comparisons operate as racist code. Others are simply dehumanizing. But there is no hard and
fast rule. Not all animal analogies are inherently improper. When a particular analogy does not
clearly convey an improper message, an appellate court should not be quick to find offense.
Instead, deference is owed to the assessments of the trial court and counsel.
Joseph Richmond has filed a petition for relief from conviction, arguing for the first time that
the State's prosecutor used an improper animal analogy during closing argument. Mr.
Richmond fails to show the analogy was patently racist or dehumanizing. The analogy, which
compared Mr. Richmond to a hornet's nest, was plausibly aimed at describing Mr. Richmond's
erratic behavior. Given this possible interpretation, and Mr. Richmond's lack of objection at
trial, postconviction intervention is unwarranted. Mr. Richmond's request for relief from
conviction is denied.
Joseph Richmond killed Dennis Higginbotham by striking him in the head with a two-by-four
wooden board. The State prosecuted Mr. Richmond with felony murder predicated on first
degree assault. At trial, Mr. Richmond claimed he was acting in self-defense. The State
presented evidence showing Mr. Richmond was angry and irrational at the time of the assault.
As such, his behavior was not consistent with a claim of lawful self-defense.
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In explaining its case, the prosecutor used a hornet's nest analogy. The prosecutor asked the
jury, “[H]ave you ever heard the analogy, don't poke a hornet's nest with a stick? … Well, ladies
and gentlemen, Joe Richmond is a hornet's nest. And you don't need a stick to poke him to set
him off.” The hornet's nest analogy was repeated at various times throughout summation. The
prosecutor's comments did not inspire a defense objection. . . The jury convicted Mr. Richmond
of felony murder, rejecting his self-defense claim.
The first part of our prosecutorial misconduct analysis asks whether the State's conduct was
improper. According to Mr. Richmond, animal analogies at trial are always inappropriate. He
asks us to “take this opportunity to hold that a prosecutor's use of animal imagery to describe a
defendant on trial has no place in closing argument.” We decline this invitation. Animal imagery
can sometimes be improper, but not always. Context matters.
The most obvious problem with animal analogies is they can convey racist sentiments. We
discussed this issue in State v Barajas. [There], the prosecutor compared the defendant's
conduct to that of a “‘mangie [sic], mongrel mutt.’” (alteration in original). These words tended
to convey a derogatory message about someone being “mixed race.” As such, the prosecutor's
argument had the capacity to cultivate juror bias and irrational thinking. Such racially charged
rhetoric is insidious misconduct. It can never be condoned.
Even when an animal analogy lacks racist connotations, it can send a dehumanizing
message. Calling someone a snake or a rat conveys the idea that the person, regardless of race,
does not merit full treatment as a human and, as a result, a jury need not be as concerned
about the individual's rights or circumstances. Such derisive comments are improper. See State
v Embry, 171 Wn. App. 714 (2012) (reference to group of defendants as a “‘pack of
wolves’”); State v. Rivers, 96 Wn. App. 672, 673, 981 P.2d 16 (1999); State v. Wilson, 16 Wn.
App. 348 (1976) (The prosecutor improperly “referred to the victim as ‘that little angel’ and to
the defendant by a declaration, ‘to call him a beast would insult the entire animal kingdom.’ … ‘I
say that he is not fit to be a member of the human race.’”).
But not all human-animal comparisons are racist or dehumanizing. Some analogies are positive.
It is a compliment to say someone is lionhearted, eagle-eyed, or busy as a bee. Other analogies
are negative, though not in a particularly dehumanizing way. For example, calling someone a
chicken has more to do with the anthropomorphism of gallinaceous birds than with human
denigration. There are also analogies that are simply neutral. A politician who favors escalating
military conflicts may be called a hawk; one with an opposite perspective being a dove. An
official who is in the last portion of an elected term is a lame duck. An individual or group
seeking to keep politicians (be they hawks, doves, lame ducks, or otherwise) accountable might
be referred to as a watchdog.
As we recognized in Barajas, “it is common for both prosecutors and defense attorneys to make
use of analogies in order to help the jury understand the law or the arguments of the
parties.” There is no clear prohibition on the use of animal analogies as part of this endeavor.
To the contrary, trial practice guides are known to suggest animal analogies as part of effective
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story telling techniques. See, e.g., Tyron C. Moncriffe, Storytelling and the Art of Persuasion, THE
CHAMPION, Nov. 2011, at 26, 28-29 (praising an analogy that characterizes the victim as a snake
to explain self-defense); THOMAS A. MAUET, FUNDAMENTALS OF TRIAL TECHNIQUES 282 (3d ed. 1992)
(suggesting analogizing a cooperating witness to a maggot who has infested a piece of fruit).
Our case law defers to attorneys' choices of rhetorical devices and allows analogies so long as
they do not suggest a defendant should be considered less than human.
Looking at the analogy here, nothing about a hornet's nest analogy places it outside the bounds
of permissible trial argument. As Mr. Richmond concedes, the analogy carries no apparent
racial implications. Nor is it particularly dehumanizing. Similar to what is true of lame duck or
watchdog, the primary definition of a “hornet's nest” has to do with people, not animals: “a
troublesome or hazardous situation” or “an angry reaction.” MERRIAM-WEBSTER'S ONLINE
DICTIONARY, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/hornet's%20nest (last visited Mar.
12, 2021). While a hornet or hornet's nest is not an entirely positive comparison, the
comparison appears to have more to do with the anthropomorphism of stinging wasps than an
attempt to suggest a person compared to a hornet or a hornet's nest is less than human.
Nor did the hornet's nest analogy appear obviously improper when viewed in the context of
Mr. Richmond's trial. The prosecutor appears to have invoked the hornet's nest analogy to
explain Mr. Richmond's behavior in a way the jury might find relatable. Not everyone has been
exposed to individuals with quick, violent tempers. But most people are familiar with the
concept of an easily angered hornet. We do not doubt one could read the hornet's nest analogy
as improperly suggesting Mr. Richmond shared an insect's inability to engage in the type of
rational thought required for self-defense. But this dehumanizing interpretation is far from
obvious. Indeed, had the analogy been obviously offensive, one would wonder why it took Mr.
Richmond and his various attorneys so long to raise this argument.
At worst, the propriety of the hornet's nest analogy was ambiguous. To the extent the
comparison appeared dehumanizing to those present at trial, it should have drawn an
objection. But there was none. Instead, defense counsel referenced the hornet's nest analogy
in their own summation. Arguing for self-defense, Mr. Richmond's attorney urged the jury not
to be “fooled by the words, ‘the hornet's nest.’” Counsel argued self-defense still applies even if
“you're a belligerent person” or “act like an ass in public.”
[Dissenting Opinion] -- Closing arguments are an opportunity for counsel to argue reasonable
inferences from the evidence. Advocacy, however, has limits, and a prosecutor has the duty to
subdue courtroom zeal, not add to it, in order to ensure the defendant receives a fair trial.
Closing argument is not an opportunity to present derogatory depictions … [or] to inflame the
passions of the jury with heated, partisan comments. Justice can be secured only when a
conviction is based on specific evidence and not on rhetoric.
In 1946, in State v. Perry, 24 Wn.2d 764, 770, 167 P.2d 173 (1946), the Washington Supreme
Court considered the propriety of a prosecutor comparing a defendant to a “‘mad dog’” during
closing arguments. The prosecutor also informed the jury that it had the “‘responsibility’” to
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ensure that “‘you, your sisters and your daughters and your wives can walk the streets of
Bremerton at night without being molested or attacked by beasts like’” the accused. State v.
Perry, 24 Wn.2d at 769. The Perry court held: “It is within the range of legitimate argument for
the prosecuting attorney to characterize the conduct of the accused in language which,
although it consists of invective or opprobrious terms, accords with the evidence in the case. ..If
the evidence produced by the state is to be believed, the brutality of the appellant could hardly
have been exceeded by the rapacity of a mad dog or a beast.” The Washington Supreme Court
has never overruled State v. Perry. …I trust, however, that prosecutorial standards have been
elevated since 1946.
*

*

*

*

Day v Goodwin, 3 Wn. App. 940 (Division 1, 1970)
[Majority Opinion] -- This action was commenced by a parent seeking damages for the death of
her 13-year-old son. Trial by jury resulted in a verdict for the defendant. From the judgment of
dismissal entered thereon the mother appeals, requesting a new trial.
The accident causing the death of the youth occurred at about 11 o'clock at night a few miles
north of Mount Vernon on old Highway 99, in Skagit County. It was clear, dark, and the road
was straight. The decedent and three youthful companions were walking north on the left hand
part of the roadway or shoulder when two cars approached from the south, traveling about 50
miles per hour. Respondent Goodwin, driving the following car, while passing the lead vehicle,
struck the boy with the left front portion of his car, causing fatal injury.
[Among other errors, the court found that improper closing argument warranted a new trial]
In his closing argument, respondent's counsel advised the jury that the wrongful death action
was an attempt by appellant to get on easy street, was for monetary gain in the death of a
child, and that the cause of action was based upon a "statute which the legislature adopted
after, I am sure, a good deal of lobbying by claims-minded people."
Although counsel is given wide latitude in arguing the evidence to the jury, he must stay within
reasonable bounds of legitimate argument. We do not approve of the arguments made and
agree with the observation of the Supreme Court in Pederson v. Dumouchel, 72 Wn. 2d 73
(1967) that "A case should be argued upon the facts without an appeal to prejudice."
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